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similar to that provided by a relief map. This is acmomPILOT AID USING A SYNTHTIC
plished by reading compressed terain data from a cassette
ENVfIONMENT
tape in a controlled manner basnd on the instantaneous
geographical location of the aircraft as provided by the
This Is a continuation of application Set. No. ON/74,394,
s aitcraft navigational computer system,. reconstructing the
fie Jul. 11, 1994, now abandoned.
compressed data by suitable processing and writing the
reconstructed data into a scene memory with a noia-up
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
orientation. Aread control circuit then controls the read-out
of data from the scenes memory with a heading-up orientaThis invention relates to a pilot aid for synthiesizsing a Aiew
10
don
to provide a real-time display of the terrain over which
(VFR)
of the world. When flying under Visual Right Rules
the aircraft is passing. A symbol at the center of display
the normal procedure for deternining your position is to
position depicts the location of the aircraft with respect to
rMae whit you see out the window to the information on a
the terrain, permitting the pilot to navigate the aircraft evcn
paper map. During the day it can be difficult to determine
under conditions of poor visibility. However, the display
your location because the desired landmark can be lost in the
clutter of everything else. When flying at night you see is provided by this system Is in the form of a moving map
rather than a true perspective display of the terrain as it
mostly lights. When flying under Instrument Flight Rules
would appear to the pilot through the window of the aircraft.
(IfR) you must relate the information from various navigaThe 1987 patent to Beckwith et a). (U.S. Pat. No. 4,660,
tion aids to the information on a printed map. You must then
157) Is similar to U.S. Pat. No. 5,140,532. It also reads
intespret the map information in order to avoid flying into
objects such as mountains and the like. An improvement in 20 compressed terrain data from a cassette tape in a controlled
manner based on the instantaneous geographical location of
this situation cameabout when the global positioning system
the aicraft as provided by the aircraft navigational computer
(OPS) became operational and available for civilian use.
system and reconstructs the compressed data by suitable
OPS directly provides map coordinates but you must still,
processing and writing the reconstructed data into a scene
however, inteprt the map information. Systems have been
developed which use UPS coordinates to access an elec, 25 memory. However, instead of providing a topographical
two-dimensional display of the terrin over which the airtionic map which is presented on a display as a flat map.
craft Is passing and using a slope-shading technique to
Systems have also been developed that Present an apparent
provide an apparent thre-dmensional effect similar to that
three-dimensional effect and some that present a mathematiprovided by a relief map as shown in the '532 patent, the
cally correct texture-mapped -three-dimensional projected
30 t.157 patent processes the data to provide a 3D perspective
display.
on the display. There are a number of differences between
Both of these systems require a very large amount of
the '157 patent and the present invention:
requires
also
storage for terrain data. The latter system
1.The '157 Patent stores the map as acollection of terrain
specialized hardware. Their high cost have prevented their
points with associated altitudes; the large amount of
widespread adoption by the avi*stion community.
35
storage required by this approach requires that a tape be
The 1984 patent to TIkylor at al. (U.S. Pan. No. 4,445,118)
prepared for each mission. The present invention stores
shows the basic operation of the global positioning system
terrain daaasa collection of polygons which results in
(OPS).
a significant reduction of data base storage; larger
4,468,
No.
Pat.
at.
(U.S.
et
to
Johnson
The 1984 patent
geographic areas can be stored so that it it not necessary
793) shows a receiver for receiving CPS signals.
40
to generate a data base for each mission.
The 1984 patent to Maher (U.S. Pat. No. 4,485,383)
2.
The '157 Patent uses a tape cassette for data base
shows another receiver for receiving GPS signals.
storage; the long access time for tape storage makes it
The 1986 patent to Evans (U.S. Pat. No. 4.599,620) shows
necessary to use a relatively large cache memory. The
a method for deternining the orientation of a mioving o1bject 45
present invention uses a CD-ROM which perilts ranand producing roll, pitch, pnd yaw Information.
dom access to the data so that the requirements for
The 1992 patent to Timothy t ca.(U.S. Pat. No. 5,101,
cache storage are reduced.
356) also shows a method for determining the orientation of
3. The '157 Patent accounts for the aircraft's heading by
a moving object and producing roll, pitch, and yaw inforcontrolling the way the data is.read out from the tape..
mation.
Different heading angles result in the data being read
so
The 1993 patent to Ward at al. (U.S. PatL No. 5,185,610)
from adifferent sequence of addresses. Since addresses
shows a method for determining the orientation of a moving
exist only at discrete locations, the truncation of
object from a single OPS receiver and producing roll, pitch.
address locations causes an unavoidable change in the
and yaw informnation.
map shapes as the aircraft changes heading. The present
ss Invention stores terrain as polygons which are mathThe 1992 patent to Fraughton et al. (U.S. -Pat. No.
ematically rotated as the aircraft changes attitude. The
5,153,836) shows a navigation, surveillance, emergency
resolution is determined by number of bits used to
location, and collision avoidance system and method
represent the vertices of the polygons, not the number
whereby each criift deterumis its own position.using
of storage addresses.
LORAN or UPS and'transmits it on a radio channel along
with the craft's Identification Information. Each craft also 6o
4./The '157 amouns for te roll attituds of the aircraft by
receives the radio charnel and thereby can determine the
mathematically rotating the scree data after it is propositibn and identification of other craft in the vicinity.
Jecied. The '157 Patent does notashow the display being
responsive to the pitch angle of the aircraft. In systems
The 1992 patent to Beckwith et a]. (U.S.'Pat. No. 5,140,
such as this the lack of fidelity is apparent to the user.
532) provides a topographical two-dmensiorial real-timec
People know what things are supposed to look like and
display of the terrain over which the aircraft is passing, and its
how they are supposed to change perspective when
a slope-shading technique incorporated into the system
they move. The present invention uses techniques that
provides to the display an apparent three-dimensional effect
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cathode-my tube image generator with a digital look-up
have long been used by the computer graphics industry
table for distortion correction. An optical system projects an
to perform the mathematically correct transformation
image formed on the CRT screen onto a holographic mirror
and projection.
combiner which is transparent to the piloV's direct view
5. The '157 shows only a single cockpit display while one
of the embodiments of the present invention shows a 5through the aircraft windshield.
The sales brochure fronm the Polhemu3 company shows
stereographic head-mounted display with a head senthe commercial availability of a position and orientation
sor. 'The pilot Is presented with a synthesized view of
sensor which can be used on a head-mounted display.
the world that!.s responsive to wherever the pilot looks;
the diew is not blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft
The article from EDN magazine, Jan. 7, 1993, pages
structures. This embodiment is not anticipated by-ilhe to 31-4Z entitled "System revolutionizes surveying and navi'157 patent.
gation" Is an overview of how the global positioning system
The 1991 patent to Behensky et aL (U.S. Pat. No. 5,005,
(CPS) works and lists several manufacturers of commner148) shows a driving simulator forta video game. The road
daily available receivers. The ace also mentions several
and other terrain are produced by mathematically transformiapplications such as the use by geologists to monitor fault
Ing a three-dimensional polygon data base. .
is
lines, by oil companies for off-shore oil explorations, for
The first sales brochure hrorn Atari Games Corp. is for a
keeping
track of lower-orbit satellites, by fleet vehicle
coin-operated game (Hard Drivin') produced in 1989 and
operators
to kep track of their fleet, for crop sprayers to
relates to the '148 patent. The terrain is represented by,
and pesticides more eficiently, and for
spread
fertilizer
is
polygon
Each
apace.
in
a
three-dmensional
polygons
to
display maps for automotive navigation.
in-car
Systems
transformed mathematically according to the position and
The section from "Aviators Guide to CPS" presents a
orientation of the player. After being tented, to detrmnine 2o
history of the UPS program.
whether it Is visible and having the appropriate illumination
The sales brochure from Megellam Systenm Corp. is for
function performned, it is clipped and projected onto the
commercially available equipment comprising a OPS
display screen. These operations are in general use by the
receiver with a moving map display. The map that is
computer graphics Industry and arm well known to those
25 displayed is a fiat map.
possessing ordinary skill in the art.
The sales brochure from Trlimble Navigation is for a
The second sales brochure from Atadi Games Corp. is for
commercially avaflablc-OPS receiver.
a coin-operated game (Steel Talons) produced in 1991 and
which also relates to theo'148 patent and theme of polygons
The sales brochure from the U.S. Geological survey
to represent terrain and other objects.
shows the availability of Digital Elevation Models for all of
The 1993 patent to Dawson et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 5,179, 2o the United States and Its territories,
638) shows a a method and apparatus for providing a texture
The second sales brochure from the U.S. Geological
mapped perspective diew for digital map systems which
survey shows the availability of Digital Lie Graph Models
includes a geometry engine tat receives the elevation posts
for all of the United States and its territories. The data
scanned from the cache memory by the shape address
includes: political and administrative boundaries; hydrogragenerator. A filing engine is then used to transformn the 3s phty consisting of all flowing water, standing water, and
elevation posts into three-dimensional polygons. There areta
wetlands; major transportation systems consisting of roads
number of differences between the '638 patent and the
and trails, railroads, pipelines, transmission lines, and airpresent invention:
ports; and significant manmade structures.
1. The '638.Patent is for a digital map system only. The
The Washington Sectional Aeronautical Chart is a paper
matter of how the location and attitude are selected is 4o map published by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
not addressed. The present invention uses a digital Map
National Oceanic and Atmnospheric Administration that
as part of a system for presenting an aircraft pilot with
shows the complexity of the information that an aiircraft pilot
a synthesized view of the world regardless of the actual
needs in order to fly in the area covered by the map. The
visibility.
other mreas of the U.S. are covered by similar maps.
2. Thec'638 Patent stores the map assa collection of terrain 45
The sales brochure from Jepposen Sanderson shows that
points with associated altitudes, thereby requiring a
the company makes its navigation data base available in
large amount of data storage. The terrain points are
computer readable form.
transformed Into polygons during program run-timse
Accordingly, several objects and advantages of my inventhereby adding to t:procening burdem. The present
tion are to provide a system that produces a mathematically
invention stores terrain data as a collection of polygons so cartecitthree-dimensional projected view of the terrain while
which results In a significant reduction of data base
reducing the amount of storage required for the data base
Storage.
and which can be accomplished by using standard comnmercily available components. The invention can be used as a
3. The present invention also teaches the use of a stereoreal-time inflight aid or it can be used to preview a flight, or
The
graphic head-mounted display with a head iensor.
pilot is presented with a synthesized view of the world 5s It can be used to replay and review a previous flight.
Further objects and advantages of my invention will
that is responsive to wherever the pilot looks; the view
become apparant from a consideration of the drawings and
is not blocked by the cockpitor other aircraft structures.
ensuing description.
This cinbodiment is not anticipated by the '638 patent.
The 1994 patent to Hamilton et W.(U.S. PatL No. 5A29,
854) shows a helicopter virtual display system in which the
60
SUMMARY OP THE INVE NTION
structual outlines corresponding to structual members formThe present ivention is at pilot aid which uses the
ig the canopy structure are added to the bead-up display in
aircraft's position and attitude to transform data from a
order to replace the canopy structure clues used by pilots
digital data base to present a pilot with a synthesized
which would otherwise be lost by the use of the head-up
6s three-dimensional projected view of the world. The threedisplay.
dimensional position Is typically determined by using the
The 1994 patent to Lewina (U.S. Pat. No. 5,302,964).
output of a commercially available CPS receiver. As a safety
shows a head-up display for an aircraft and incorporates a
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check, the altitude calculated by the OPS receiver can be
compared to the output of either a standard altimeter or a
radio altimeter. Attitude can also be determined from the use
of a UPS receiver or It can he derived from standard avionic
Instruments such a turn-and-bank Indicator and gyrocompass. The digits! data base represents the terrain and manmade structures as collections of polygons in order to
minimize storage requirements. The pilot can select several
feature such as pan. tilt, and zoom which would allow the
pilot to see a synthesized view of terrain that would other- to
wise be blocked by the ab rf8s structure, especially on a
low-wing aircraft. The pilot can also preview the route either
inflight or on the ground. Because the system has the ability
tsave the flying parameters from a flight, the pilot can
replay all or part of a previous flight, and can even take over is
during the replay to try out different flight strategies.
Through the use of a head-mounted display with a head
sensor, the pilot can have complete range.-of motion to
receive a synthesized view of the world, completely unhindered by the aircraft strcctum
20

.6
FIG. 12a through FIG. 12f, and PIG. MSthrough FIG. 1Sf
show the procedure for generating the polygon data base
from the Digits) Elevation Model data.
DETrAILED SPECIFICATION

FIG. 1 shows the basic form of the invention. GPS
Receiver 101 receives signals from the satellites that make
up the global positioning system (OPS) and calculates the
aircraft's Position in three dimensions. Altimeter 104 provides an output of the aircraft's altitude as a safety check in
the event OPS Receiver 101 malfunctions. Tum-and-bank
Indicator 102 and Gymocompass 103 provide the aircraft's
attitude which comprises heading, roll, and pitch. CD-ROM
Data Base 105 contis the digits! data base consisting of
threo-dinmemional polygon data for terrain and manimade
structures.
Computer 107 is showni in more detail in FIG. 4 and uses
commercially available integrated circuits including processom
404, the MPC601, from Motorola Semniconductor Inc.
The MPC601 is a fast 32-bit UISC processor with a floating
point unit and a 32K Byte eight-way set-associative unified
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
instruction and data -cache. Most integer instructions are
PIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the output to a single
cycle. Compilers are available for
inaoneCclock
25executed
and for ANSI standard FORTRAN 77.
2,ANSI
standard
video display.
Computer 107 also contains ROM 405, RAM 406, Avionics
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the output to a
Interface 401, CD-ROM Interface 402, Control Panel Interhead-mounted display.
face 403, Graphics Systems Interface 407, and Hard Drive
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a system used to plan
Interface 408.
and/or replay a particular flight
Computer 107 uses the aircrafts position from CiPS
FIG. 4 is a block diagram &howingComputer 107 and 30
Receiver 101 to look up the terrain and manmaude structure
Graphics System 106 in P10, 1, FIG,.2, and FIG. 3.
data in CD-ROM Data Base 105. 1Thi data is organized in
FIG. So shows a simple positive (counter-clockwise)
geographic blocks and is accessed so that there Isalways the
rotation of a point around t origin of a 2-Dimensional
data preSenL Th1is is shown in FIG. 10a. PIG. l0b
35proper
space.
shows that when the aircraft cronses firom Block 21 to Block
FIG. Sb shows a second positive (counter-clockwise)
22, the data from Blocks 10. 20, and 30 are discarded and
rotation of a point around the origin of a 2-Dimensional
data from Blocks 13, 23, and 33 are brought in from
Space
CD-ROM Data Base 10S. FIG Ila and PIG. fib show the
FIG. 6a shows the equivalent three dimensional spae of 40aircraft crossing from Block 22 to Block 32.
FIG. So where the rotation is around the Z axis.
40Computer 107 uses dhe aircraft's position from GO'S
FIG. 6b is a reorientattion of the axes of FIG. 6a showing
Receiver 101 and astiude information from Turn-and-bank
rotation around the Y axis.
Indicator 102 and Gyrocompass 103 to mathematically
operate on the terrain and manmnadle structure data to preSeLt
FIG 6c isa re-orientation of the axes of FIG3. 6a showing
45throe-dimonsional projected polygons to Graphics System
rotation around the X axis.
108. As shown in FIG3. 4, Graphics System 106 consists of
PIG. 7a is a side view showing the projection of a point
acommercially available graphics integrated circuit 409, the
in three-dimensions projected onto it two-dimensional
86CS, made by S3 Incorporated. This integrated circuit
*

contains primitives for drawing lines in addition to the
FIG. 7b is a top view showing the projection of a point in
SVGA grephices fuanctions. The 86C805 controls
sostandard
three-dimensions projected onto a two-dilmensional screen.
DRAM 410 which Is the video memory consisting of two
FIG. go is a cabinet-projected three-dimensional reprebuffes of 1024X768 pixels, each of which isa8 bits deep. The
sentation of the viewing pyramidl4.
video to he displayed from DRAM 410 is sent to RAMDAC
PIG. 8b is a 2D top view of the viewing pyramid.
411 which is an Integrated circuit commercially available
FIG. Ile is a 2D side view of the viewing Pyramid,
55 from severl Manufacturers, such as Brooktrec and AT&T:
RAMDAC 4U1 contains a small RAM of 256x24 bits and
FIG. 9a shows an unclipped polygon.
three B-bit DACL.The RAM section is a color table proFIG. 9b shows how clipping the polygon itt FIG. 9a'
grarrmed to assign the desired color to each of the 256
produces additional sides to the polygon.
combinations possible by having 3 bits/pIxel and is comFIG. 104 shows the impending crossover from Genwith three video DACs, one for each c;lor for Video
60bined
gra0~hic Data Block 21 to Geographic Dat Block 22.
Display 109.
PIG. 10b shows the result of acrossover fromn Geographic
Video Display 109 is a color video display of conivenData Block 21 to Geographic Data Block 22.
tional design such as a standard CRT. an LCD panel, or a
FIG. la shows the impending crossover from Genplusma display panel. The preferred size of Video Display
graphic Data Block 22 to Geographic Data Block 32.
63 109 is 19' although other sizes may be used.
.FIG. Ubl shows the result of a crossover from Geographic
-FIG.2 shows the mse of the system with Head Mounted
Data Block 22 to Geographic Data Block 32.
Display 201. Head Mounted Display Attitude Sensors 202
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nification. Another feature is to permit the pilot to select a
provide Computer 107 wit the orientation of Head
section of the route other than the one he or she is on, for
Mounted Display 201. This oriernation is concatenated with
example, to preview the approach to the destination airlion.
the aircraft's orientation provided by Turn-and-bank Indicator 102 and Gyrocompass 103. Msa consequence the pilot
can turn his or her head and view the three-dimensional
MATH INTRO
synthesized view of the transformed terain and manimade
The math for the present invention has been usedi in the
structure data unhindered by the aircraft's structure With the
field of coin-operated video games and in traditional comappropriate sensors for engines, fue tanks, dooms, and the
puter graphics. -However, since It has not been well doculike, the pilot can be presented with synthesized representations of thes objects in their correct locations. For
merted, it will be presented here The basic concept assumes
example, the pilot would be able to 'look' at a fuel tank and
the unit is a simulator, responsive to the useres inputs. It is
Isee' If it is running low. The pilot would also be able to 'see
a short step from that Io the present invention where the
if there Is a problem with an engine and, on multi-engin.e
inputs represent the physical location and attitude of the
aircraft, identify which one. By using a technique similar to
that taught In the 1992 patent to Praughton et al. (U.S. Pat
The step required to view a 3D polygon-based data base
No. 5,153,836) where each aircraft determines its own
are:
position using LORANi or UPS and transmits it on a radio
1.'IEW1sfonnation (translation and rotation as required)
chuannl along with the aircraft's identification information
2. Visibility and illumination
so that each craft also reeves the radio channel and can
thereby determine the position and Identification of other
3, clipping
craft in the vicinity, these other aircraft can be presented In
4. Projection
the present invention as three-dimensional objects in their
In this geometric model there is an absolute Universe
correct positions to alert the pilot to their presence and take
filled with Objects, each of which is free to rotate and
evasive maneuivers; as required.
translatm Associated with each Object is an Orthonorfnal
Hard Disk Drive 110 is for recording the aircraft's posi-2
Matrix (i.e. a set of Orthogonal Unit Vectors) that decribes
dion and orientation data for later playback in order to review
the Object's orientation with respect to the Universe,
the flighL. Because the information presented on Video
Because the Unit Vectors arc Orthiogonal, the Inverse of the
Display 109 is a function of the aircraft's position and
matrix is simply the TrYanspose. This makes it very easy to
change the point of reference. The Object may look at the
orientation data applied to the CD-ROM Data Base 105, it
can be reconstructed later at any time by storing just the
Universe or the Universe may look at the Object. The Object
may look at another Object after the appropriate concatenaaircraft's position and orientation data and applying it again
dion of Unit Vectors. Each Object will always Roll, Pitch, or
to CD-ROM Data Bane 106, as long as the data base is still
Yaw around its own axes regardless of its current orientation
available. The aircraft's position and orientation data
without using Eulter angle functions.
requires fewer than 100 bytes. By recording it every 0.1
seconds, an hour requires about 3.6 Megabytes of storage. 3
(100 bytestupdatexiO updatWssecondx60 secDndu1nnxGO
ROrTAT7ONS
minutes/howr-about 3.6 Megabytes) Thereore, a standard
used
here isthat the Z axis is straight up,
'The
convention
340 Megabyte hard drive would store about 94 hours of
the X axis is straight ahead, and the Y axis is to the right.
operaton.
ROLL Is a rotation wround the X axis. PITCH is a rotation
A method for previewing a route that has not been flown 41SaroundfteY axis, and YAWis arotton around the Zaxis.
before is shown In FIG. 3. UPS Receiver 101, Turn-andFor a simple positive (counter-clockwise) rotation of a
bank Indicator 102, Gyrocompass 103, and Altimeter 104
around the origin of a 2-Dimensional space:
point
are replaced by User Flight Controls with Force Feedback
301 and Awrdynamic Model Processor 302. Aerodynamic
X%'CcoS(*)-r-S1N(a)
Model Processor 302 is a processor that implements the 4
aerodynamic mathematical model for the type of aircraft
desired. It receives the user inputs from User Plight Control
'See FI. SaM
with Force Feedback 301, performs the mathematical Calcil ations to simulate the desired airraft, and supplies output
If we want to rotate the point again there are two choices:
back to the Force Feedback pan of the controls and tos D 1.Simply sum the angles and rotate the original points, in
Computer 107. The outputs supplied to Computer 107
which Casn:
simulate the outputs normally supplied to UPS Receiver
101, TIbm-and-bank Indicator 102 Gyrocompass 103, and
Altimeter 104. In this way, Computer 107 executes exactly
rXS(*)r*SRaSb)
5
the same program that it would perform In the in-flight
system. This permits the pilot to practice flying routes that
2. Rotate X, Y' by angle b:
he or she has not flown before and is particularly useful in
practicing approach and landing at unfamiliar airports. This
X'.WS(h)-*fl4(b)
system does not need to be installed lnoan aircraft; it can be
6
pilot's
home.
even
the
location,
convenient
installed in any
D
YWN(b)orCW(b
Control Panel 106 allows the pilot to select different
See, FIG 5b.
operating .fisattres. For example, the pilnt can choose the
With the second method the errors are cumulative. The
'look angle' of the display (pan and tilt). This would allow
first method preserves the accuracy of the original coordithe pilot to see synthesized twrain coresponding to real
terrain that would otherwise be blocked by the aircraft's 6~snatet; utfortunately it works only for rotations around a
singl. axis. When a series of rotatins are done together
structure like the nose, or the wing on a l9w.wing aircraft.
around two or three axes, the order of rotation makes a
Another katre Isthe zoom function which provides mag-
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difference. As an example: An airplane always Rolls,
Pitches, and Yaws according to its own axes. Visualize an
airplane suspended in air, wings straight and level, nose
pointed North. Roll 90 degrees clockwise, then pitch 90
degrees "up". The nose will be pointing East. Now we will$
Start over and reverse the order of rotation, Start from'
straight and level, pointing North, Pitch upS90 degrees, then
Roll 90 degrees clockwise, The nose will now be pointing
straight up, where "up" is referenced to the ground. If you
have troutble visualizing these motions, Just pretend your to
hand is the airplane.
This means that we cannot simply keep a running sum of
the angles for each axis. The standard method Is to use
furnctions of Euler angles. 'The method to be described Is 1
easier and faster to use than Euler angle functions.
Although FIG. Sa represents a two dimensional space. it
is equivalent to a thmteelzsonall space where the rotation
is around the Z axis. See FIG. 6a. The equations are:
0
2o
fiqu
EqW
XX*MO(a) -MINzm)
r'- XSIH(w) + PCOOCZi)

By inspection:
XA.Ax
Y'AsAy
Z4 -At

Therefore, these three points in the ship's frame of.
reference provide the coefficients to transform the absolute
coordinates of whatever is in the Universe of points. The
absolute list of points is itself never changed so it is never
lost and errors are not cumulative. All that is required is to
calculate lix. Py, and fz with suflclent accuracy. Px, Py, and
Pz can be thought of as the axe of a gyrocompass or 3-axis
stabilized platform in the ship that is always oriented in the
original, absolute coordinate System.

TRANS]LATIONS
TIranslations do not affect any of the angles and therefore
do not affect the rotation coeflicients. Translations will be

handled as follows:
Rather than keep track of where the origin of the absolute
system is from the ship's point of view (it
coordinate
Z.-Z-COSb) -X-SIN()
Equation2S2
changes with the ship's orientation), the ship's location will
X * MItNLM t X-COS(ya
be kept track of in the absolute coordinate system.
Sw~ MO. 6b.
To do this requires finding the invorse transformation of
5' * MRcO( - M04Wr)
Equution 3
the rotation matrix. Px, Py, and Pz are vectors, each with a
2 - r'Suq() + r-COScsa)
length of 1.000, and each one orthogonal to the others.
Sce FIG. 6C.
30 (Rotating them will not change these properties.) The
From the ship's framne of reference it is at rest; it is the
inverse of an orthoniormal matrix (one conmposed of orthogoUniverse that is rotating. We can either change the equations
nal unit vectors like Px, Py. and Pz) is forineipy transposing
to make the angles negative or decide that positive rotations
rows and columns.
are clockwise. Therefore, from now on all positive rotations
Therefore, for X,Y,Z in the Universe's reference and X,
are clockwise.
35 Y, Z in the Ship's reference:
Consolidating Equations 1, 2. and 3 for a motion consistIng of rotations za (around the Z axis), ya (around the Y
Mel
axis), and xi (arund the X axis) yields:
By symmetry the other equations are:

X-X*ECOS(a)*COS(zu)]+Y*[-COS(yt)*SlN(zaN]+V
(SIN(ya)]

Y'=X*[SIN(xa)*SIN(ya)COS(m)+COS(xa)*SIN(za)]+

rIYIk*r,
xl ah

Y*[-SIN(xg)*SIN(ya)*SfN(za)+COS(xa)*COS(za)Jt
ZOE-SIMUM)'OS(ya)]

Z-C*C..OS(xa)*SlI.(ya)*COS(za)+SIN(xa)*SIN(za)
+Y*CCOS(xa)*SIN(ya)$SN(za)SIN(xa)*COS(za)]+
Z*ICOS(xs)*COS(ya)]

1XY IM

4

45

(The asymmetry in the equations is another indication of the

The ship's X unit vector (1,0,0), the vector which, according
to the Ship is Straight ahead, transforms to (Ax,Bx,Cx). Thus
the position of the ship in terms of the Universes cDordi.

nates can be determined. The complete troasformation for

difference the order of rotation makes.)

The main use of the consolidated equations Is to Show that 50 the Ship to look at the Universe, taking into account the
position of the Ship: Por X,Y,Z in Universe reference and X,
any rotation will be in the form:

ax
cxI.x-x I
[rHAx

Y, Z in Ship's reference

Xi.AX-+BX-Y+X-Z

MAYOWOMYOZ55
ZWZ*X+81*+Q-Z
Ifwe start with three specific points In the Initial, absolute
coordinate system, such as:
Px.(l.0,0)
Py-(0,I,0)
Pz-(OAI,)
after any number of arbitrary rotations,

Px -<XA,YA,ZA)
Py'=(XB,YB,ZB)
PZ'=:(XC,YC.ZC)

fib

INDEPENDENT OJEMTS
7b draw objects in a polygion-based system, rotating the

vertices that define the polygon will rotate the polygon.
The object will be defined in its own coordinate system
6s (the ob:ject"'lirary") and have associated with It a set of unit
vectors The object is rotated by rotating its unit vectors. The
object will also have a position in the absolute Universe,
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When we want to look. at an object frm any framet of
reference we will transform echcl point Inthe object's library
by applying &trotation matrix to place the object in the
proper orientation. We will then apply a translation vector to
place t object in the proper position. 7be rotation matrix 5
is derived from both the object's and the observer's unit
11 jzn
vector; the trmnslation vector is derived from the object's
position, the risre'ooiin n h btresui
Ship 1 looks at the Universe looking at Ship 2:
bvrvrseoito,tnoteobeve'.ui
* The simplest frame of reference from which to view an 0
object is in the Universe's reference at (0,0,0) looking along
the X axis. The reason is that we already have the rotation
coeficients to look at the object. 7bhe object's unit. vectors
supply the matrix coefficients for the object to look at
(rotate) the Universe. The inverse of this matrix will allow

[IC
_4

[r
r
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EQUATION 10

Hr-xn1

c

[
IByliCxI
IAy
CAd
LAct art C&I -ir-mn
[AX1 Aci

Q1

.*jAYI Ayl

Q)d

Art

Bzl

zn
I[Z-I

CzI

the Universe to look at (rotate) the object. As discussed
Expand:
previously, thle unit vectors form in.Orthononmad matrix: its
inverse is simply the Thmspose. After the object is rotated,
it is translated to its position (its position according to the
30
Universe) and projeted. More on projection later.
A consequence of using the Unit Vector method is that,
whatever orientation the object is in, it will always Roll,
Pitch, and Yaw according to 171S axes.
For an object with unit vectors:

~AYy
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[At ft

Ct

[E]_A
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A ]+
A y ats
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fA4
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40
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Q'I
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Q1
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Byi

Cyl

X72
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842

C1]

4

02z Cy2 Q24
[Axl Br Xl CX[
AylBy
Cyl

Xn

ct act Ci

Z71

?7

Ayl

By1

Cyl

A4 1 [fX1
OXAy'
OY22B4 I*Y

Art

act

Cr1

CAl

65

Al

C)aQ2

z

actcm1.ifxn

AcI

SWIp 2Unit Vgtm

(X.Z) in Ship 2 library, (XXY',Z) in Universe Reference, and (X",Y",Z") in Ship I Reference Universe looks at

AXI

.Substituting back into Equation 10 gives:

ShIp2 UaIt VecMo

M ZMf) Sl%Ip
2 Faidn

A4M

At4[ZX

XIJAX2
il [cBj.82 AY2
At2
By2

Ad Ra2 C2

Bz2 AY2
By2
C2 CY2

Af2

Cyl

55

Cr2

Af2 NY2 C2

Cr11

jAcl

QCr1

(m.1.n') ship i positioni

84

XI

AYI

50* A

8Xi 01i
Byl
BzI

zw

Usinjg the Associative Law of Matrices:

For two ships, each with unit vectors and positions:
Ayi
Act

*r fA*I
[r].I[XI

Using the Distributive Law of Matrices:

and absolute position [XrYTZnl. and [X(,Y,ZJ apoint from
the object's library, and [X',Y'Z]'in the Univers's reference, The Universe looks at the object:
r

J

Ild Ctl

4

c

Byl
Eel

LYI
CI

in
izn
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Tharefore:

-Continued
SUMMARY OF TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM:

SEQUATION 11

art CX1

Az2

By

BX2h

yl

ca ,mA
st's-incourna Wnation.)
The resultant unit vectors form a transformation matrix. For
X, Y, Z in Universe reference and X', Y, T in Ship's
reference

Az21
CEa

yr + lJj ylr

X
10

Now let:

]X1I

AXI

Ayl
Art

r
.r
and

EQUATION 12
Cr

r

Cr1

Ax2

C91

Az2 Bz2

ay2 CY2

is

y
z
[X].

C42

Art
Ayl
Ali

This maiud reprtents the. orient of Ship 2 according
Ilhe ship's x unit vector, the vector which according to the
to Ship I'a framei of reference. This cimcatentton needs to
ship is straight ahead, trnsaforms to (AxxCx). For a ship
be done only once per update of Ship 2.
20 in flee apace, this Is the accleration vector when theme is
forward thrust. 7lie sum of the accelerations determine the
Also let:
velocity vector and the awn of the velocity vectors deter-'
maine the position vector (XZYTEZn. For two. ships, each
EQBUA71ON 13
12Ar
Arl CrI1.
with unit vectors and positions:
rn_ "I
ffTUAyl Byl Cyi
xrrr

ct

8i

Ccl

Z72-Z)

[A;I BilGal
1
Ayl Byl Cyl

(XTJYT.ZI'3 is mereoly the position of Ship 2 in Ship l's
frame of reforence
nhis also need. to be done only once per update of Ship
2. Therefore the transformation to be applied to Ship 2's 30
library will be of the f6nm:

[Aid
I[

(Xnln.zrt)

yl

C>l

]

1

Byl

Cy1l

SWip2 Unit V=m

Sti Cr11

All

(Xf727.M)

+ 'I

Ship 2 Pa.Wet.

I looks at the Universe:

7tere fore, every object baa six degrees of freedom, and any
object may look at any other object.
SUMMARY OF TRIANSFORMATION ALWOIUrHM:
Defls netVcMM
Ifti1-W(Ay.4t)

Ship I hosi.

All A111

EQUATION 14
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45 Ship I looks at Ship 2:

AllYAy ,cagm)-At 'StNtol
Ae -Ay 0SIMv~a) +At C04mr)
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Be-By *3114m) tax *COS(zs)
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BY EtS101,a)+
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If Yaw.
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AY.Ar Slffta)+Ay0COS(a)
IeAr
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By CyJ
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r- zn
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(SWip 2 posiden in Ship I's hann orm&xmoce)

do[iA;jq zz r
CU.YE) InShip 2 Unary

(r.rZ) in ship I altarem

VISMILXrY AND ILLUMINATION
*After a Polygon is trahillbrMW, wbether it is a larrain
*polygon.or it belongs to an independently mo ving object
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divider, K can be performed without having to actually do a
such as another aircraft, the next step is to determine its
multiplication.
Illumination value, if Indeed, It Is visible at all.
Associated with each polygon Isa vector of length I that
THE DATABASE
is normal to the surface of the polygon. This is obtained by
Using the vector crossproduct between the vectors forming;
The data base is generated from several sources. The U.S.
any two adjacent sides of the polygon. For two vectors
Geological Survey (USGS) makes available various dataVl1-(xl,yl,zl] and V2=[x2,y2,z2] the crossoroduct. VIxV2
bases, two of which are of particular interest. The first is the
is the vector ((yl *z2-..y2*zI),-4x1 *z2-.x2*zl),(xl *y2Digital Elevation Mode! data which consist of an array of
i2*yIl,] The vector is then normalized by dividing It by Its
regularly spaced terrain elevations. This data base is conlengthk This gives it a length of 1. This calculation can be to veiled into a data base containing polygons (whose vertices
done when the data base is generated, becoming part of the
are three4dimensional points) in order to maximize the
data base, or It can be done during progranm run time. The
geographic are covered by CD-ROM Data Ease 105 and
tradeoff is between data base size and program execution
also to reduce the amount of wan-time processing required of
time. In any event, it becomes part of the transformed data.
Computer 197.1hbis is possible because there are large areas
After the polygon and its nornal are transformed to the Is of terrain that are essentially flat. Note that flat does not
necessarily mean level. A sloping area is flat without being
aircraft's frame of reference. we need to calcuilate the angle
between the polygon's normal and the vector from the base
level.
of the normal to the. aircraft. This is done by taking t
The Digital Elevation Model data elevations are spaced
vector dot product. For two vectors VI=[xl,yt zl] and 230 meters apart 30 meser;=30m439.37 in/mxl ft/12
V2-[x2,y2,zl, VI dot V2wl=ngth(V1I)ergthgV2)*os(a)
in-98.245 ft. A linear mile contains 5.280 fVn-dxl data
and is calulated as (xl *x2+yl *y2+zlz2). 'Therefore:
pointt98.245 fo-53,65 data points/mi. Therefore, a square
mile contains 53.65453.65=2878 data points. California has
a total are of 158,706 squate miles which requires 158.
25 7D6xd878-456,755A868 'data points. Since this figure
icludes 2,407 sq mi of inland water ara, there are 2407x
A cosine that is negative means that the angle isbetween 9b
2878.6,927346 data points just for inland water. The U.S.
degress and 270 degrees. Since this'angle is facling away
has a total area of 3,618,773 square miles which requires
from the observer it will not be visible and can be rejected
3,618,77342878-120,414,828,694 data points. This figure
and not subjected to further processing. The actual cosine
value can be used to determine the brightness of the polygon 30includes 79,484 sq mlt of inland water areas requiring'
79,484428784228,754,952 data points just for inland water.
for added realisM
The polygon data are organized ingeographic data blocks.
Because the amount of data in each geographic data block
CUIPPING
depends on t number of polygons and because the number
Now that the polygon has been transformed and checked 35 of polygons depends on the flatmess of t terrain, the size
for visibility it must be clipped so that it will properly fit on
of each geographic data block is variable. Therefore an
t screen after It isprojected. Standard clipping routines are
address table is maintained that contains a Poilter to each
well known in the computer graphics industry. There are six
geographic data block. 'The first choice is to decide on the
clipping planes as shown in the 3D representation shown in
geographic area represented by the block. For the present
FIG. 8a . The 2D top view is shown in FIG. Sb, and the 2D 40 invention the size is 20 mix20 mi-400 sq mi. Therefore, the
side view Is shown in FIG. Sc. It should be noted that
polygon data base for California requires 158,706 sq mixt
clipping a polygon may result in the creation of addition
blocVJ400 sq mi-397 geographic data blocks. The number of
polygon sides which must be added to the polygon descrippolygons in a given geographic data block depends on the
flatness of.the terrain and what we decide is 'ft. The
tion sent to the polygon display routine.
45 definition of 'flatness' is that for a polygon whose veriices
are three-dimensionall points, there will be no elevation
PROIEC17ON
points that are higher than the plane of the polygon and there
As shown in FIG. 7a, Wis the,distance to the point along
will be no elevation points that ase below the the plane of the
the X axis, Z' is the height of the point, Xs is.the distance
polygon by a distance called the Error Factor A small Error
from the eyepoint to the screen onto which the point isto be 50 Factor will require
polygons to represent a'given
projected, And Sy it the vertical di splacemnt on the screen.
terTainithaq will a large Error Factor. A small Error Factor
ZV/X and SyMX form similar triangles so: Z'/X-=Sy/Xs,
will also generate the terrain more accurately. The Error
Likewise, Y'IX'-Sx/Xs so
therefore Sy-OWTZDC
Factor does not have to be the same for all Geographic Data
SxsXs*Y'/X'where Sx is the horizontal displacement on the
Blocks. Blocks for aea of high interest, like airports and
screen. However, we still need to fit Sy and Si to the monitor 55 surrounding areas can be generated using a small Error
display coordinates. Suppose We have Ascreen that Is 1024
Factor in order to represent the terrain more precisely. The
by 1024. Each axis would be plus or minus 512 with (0,0)
present invention uses an Error Factor of 10 ft for areas
in the center. If we want a 90 degree field of view (plus or
surrounding airports and S0Oft for all other areas.
minus 45 degrees from the ceter), thean when a point hats
A procedure for generating the polygon data base from the
rVX1=i it mutt be put at the edge of the screen where its woDigitsl
Elevation Model data is demonstrated in FIG. 12a
value is 512. Therefore Sy=512Z/X'. (Sy is the Screen
through FIG. 12f'and FIG. 13a through FIG. 13f. We start
Y-coordliume). Therefore:
with three points which define a polygon and which has a
Sy-KZ/XC Sy is the veatical coordinate on the display
surfac.e. We select the next elevation point and decide if It
Sx=I*Y'/X Si Is the horizontal coordinate on the display
belongs in the polygon aocordiang; to the citaria previously
KCis chosen to make the viewing angle fit. the monitor 6s discussed. If it does, it gets added to the polygon. If not, not.
coordinates. If,K is varied dynamically we end up with a. We then test additional adjacent points until we rum out.
zoom lens effect. And if we are clever in implementing the
Then we start over with another three points.
-more
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from a group consisting of panning a viewpoint of said thre
dimensional projected image, tilting a viewpoint of said
three dimensional projecteA image, zooming a viewpoint of
said three dimensional projected imagd, and providing a
5 three dimnsi6nal projected image of a route ahead.
7. The pilot aid as described in claim I wherein said
digits] data base furtOe comnprises structure data, said mtrcture data representing manimade structures as one or more
polygons.
10 8. The pilot aid as described in claim 1 wherein said
elevation data comprises an awray of elevation points,
wherein each said polygon representing said terrain defines
a plane, wherein in a first region of terrain represented. by
said at least one polygon each elevation point within each
polygon is within a first distance of said plane of each
is said
said polygon.
9. The pilot aid as described in claim 8 wherein in a
second region of said terrain represented by said at least one
polygon each elevation point within each said polygon is
within a second distance of said plane of each said polygon
20 in said second region, said second distance different from
said first distance.
10. The pilot aid as described in claim 9 wherein no
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
and said second region is above said plane of said polygon.
25 11., The pilot aid as des icribed in claim 8 wherein no
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
Is above said plane of said polygon.
12, A pilot aid which uses an aircraft's position and
attitude to trimsfoent darn from a digital data base to present
a pilot with a synthesized three dimensional projected view
nautical chums and makes this information available in of the world comprising:
digital form.
a position determining system for locating said aircraft's
While preferred embodiments of the present invention
position in three dimensions;
have been shown, it is to be expressly understood that
a digital data base comprising terain data said terrain
modifications and changes may be made thereto and that the 35
data representing real terrestrial terrain a at least one
present invention is set forth in the following claims.
polygon, said terrain data generated from elevation data
1 claim:
of said real terrestrial terrain;
1. A pilot aid which uses an aircraft's position and attitude
n
attitude determining system for determtining said airto transform data from a digital data base to present a pilot
mrXs orientation in three dimensional space
with a synthesized three dimensional projected view of the 40
a computer to access said terrain data according to said
world comprising:
aircraft's position and to transform said terrain data to
a position determaining system for locating said aircraft's
provide three dimensional projected image data accordposition in three dimensions;
ing to said aircraft's orientation; and
a digital data buse comprising terrain data, adid terrain
a
mass
storage meumory for recording said aircraft position
4
one
least
at
as
termain
data representing real terrestrial
data arnd said aircraft's attitude data for Slowing a
polygon, said terrain datsanted from elevation data
flight of said aircraft over said terrain to be displayed at
of said real terrestrial terrain;
a later time.
an attitude determining system *for determining aid air13. The pilot aid of claim 12, wherein said position
craft's orientation in three dimensional space;
determining system comprises a standard system for receiva computer to access said terrain data according to said
Ing and processing data from the global positioning system.
aircraft's position and to trmnsform said tewain data to
14. The pilot aid 'of claim 12, wherein said attitude
provide thre dimnensional projected image data accorddetermining Systems comprises Astandard avionics system.
ing to said aiberaft's orientation; and
15. The pilot aid of claim 12, wherein said digital data
a display for displaying said three dimensional projected ss base comprises a od rowe and a cd rom drive.
image data.
16. The pilot aid of claim 12, further comprising a control
2. Tho pilot aid of claim 1, wherpin aid position deterpanel to select at least one operating future.
mining system comprises a standard system for receiving
17. T'he pilot aid of claim 16, wherein said at least one
and processing data from the globel positioning system
operating fenar comprises at least one feature selected
3. The pilot aid of claim 1. wherein said attitude deter- Go lrom a group consisting of panning a viewpoint of said three
maining system comprises a standard avionics system.
dimensional projected image tilting a viewpoint of said
4.The pilot aid of claim 1, wherein said digital data base
three dimensional projected image, zooming a viewpoint of
comprises a cd rom disc and cd rom drive.
said three dimensional projected image, providing a three
5. The pilot aid of claim 1, further comprising a control
dimensional projected image of a route ahead, and providing
pantel to select at lenst one operating feature.
155a three dimensional projected image of a previous Rlight.
6. The pilot aid of claim 5, wherein said at least one
18. 7te pilot aid as described in claim 12 wherein said
operating feature comprises at least one feature selected
digital data base further comprises structure data, said strucWhen we arm done generating polygons for a Geographic
Dams Block we go back and examine them; any polygon that
is 'too big' is broken down Into smaller polygons. This is to
make sure there am always enough polygons on the screen
to provide a proper reference for the pilot. (A single large
polygon on the screen would not have any apparent motion.)
inully, the polygons.are assigned colons and/or shades so
that adjacent polygons will not blend into each other.
The other USGS data base used is the Digital Line Graph
data which includes: political and administrative bound.
aries; hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing
water and wetlands; major transportation systems consisting of roads and trails, railroads, pipelines, transmission
lines, and airports; and significant manmraide structures. The
Digital Line Gaph data is two-dimnional. in the present
invention features such as water, roads, railroads, and pipe.
lines are represented as polygons with elevations determined
from the Digital Elevation Model dtim. Thmasmission lines
and significant manade structures are defined a three
dimensional objects made of polygons and are placed
according to the elevations determined from the Digital
Elevation Model data. The different typos of objects.are
tagged so that by using Control Panel 106 the pilot can select
them to be highlighted by category or by specific object. For
example, the pilot can choose to have all airports highlighted
or just the destination airport. The pilot can also choose to
have a specific highway highlighted.
Data from additional digita] data huses can also be incor.
ported. An example of such a data base is from Jappesen
Sanderson whose NayData Services division provides acme-3
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tufe data representing manrmade structures as one or ore
polygons.
19. The pilot aid as described in claim 12 wherein said
elevation data comprises an amy of elevation points,
wherein each said polygon representing said terrain defines 5
a pae, wherein in a first region of terrain represented by
said at leas one polygon each elevation point within each
said polygon is within a first distance of said plane of each
said polygon.
10. The pilot aid as described in claim 19 wherein in a t
second region of said terrain represented by said at least one
polygon each elevation point within each said polygon is
within a second distance of said plane of each said polygon
in said second region, said second distance different from
aid first distance.
21. The pilot aid as described in claim 20 wherein no
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
and said second region Isabove said plane of aid polygon.
22. The pilot aid as described In claim 19 wherein no
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
2
is above said plane of said polygon.
23. A pilot aid which uses an aircraft's position and
attitude to transform data from a digital data base to present
a pilot with a synthesized three dimensional projected view
of the world comprising:
a position determining system for locating aid aircraft's 2s
position in three dimensions;
a digital data base comprising terrain data, said terrain
data representing real terrestrial tenrain as at least one
polygon, said terrain datagenerated from elevation data
of said real terrestrial terrain;
a firt attide determining system for determining aid
aircraft's orientation in tree; dimensional space;
a head mounted display worn by said pilot of saild aircraft;
a second attitude determining system for determining the 33
orientation of said pilot's head in three dimensional
space; and
a computer to access aid terrain data according to said
aircraft's position and to transform said terrain data to
provide three dimensional projected image data to aid 40
head mounted display according to said aircraft's orientation and said pilot head orientation.
24. The pilot aid as described in claim 23 wherein said
digital data bas further comprises structure data, said structure data representing mannuade structures as one or MOre 45
polygons.
25. The pilot aid as described in claim 23 wherein said
elevation data comprises an array of elevaion points,
wherein each said polygon representing said terrain defines
a plane, wherein in a first region of terrain represented by so
said at least one polygon echb elevation point within each
said polygon is within a first distance of aid plane of each
said polygon.
26. The pilot aid as deschlbed in claim 25 wherein in a
second region of said terain represented by aid at least one 55
polygon each elevation point within each said polygon Is
within a second distance of aid plane of echb said polygon
in said second region, said second distance different from
aid first distance.
27. The pilot aidas described in claim 26 wherein no 6o
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
and said second region is above said plane of said polygon.
.28. The pilot aid as described in claim 25 wherein no
elevation point within each said polygon in said first region
.65
is above said plane of said. polygon.
29. A method of using an airnxaft's position and attitude
to transform data from a digital data base to present a pilot
.30

with a synthesized three dimensional projected view of the

world comprising:
locating said aircruft's position in three dimensions;
adtbaecmisntrain data, said terrain
providn
data!rpresngealmtRretrialtVain as at least one
polygons, said terrain data generated from elevation
data of said real terrestrial terrain;
determining said aircraft's orientation In three dimensional space;
accusing said terrain data according to said aircraft's
position;
transforming said terrain data to provide three dimensional projected image data according to said aircraft's
orientation; and
displaying aid three dimensional projected image data.
30. The method of claim 29 further comprising selecting
at least one operating ficature, wherein said at least one
operating feature comprises at least one feature selected
from a group consisting of panning a viewpoint of said three
dimensional projected image, tilting a viewpoint of said
three dimensional projected image, zoming a viewpoint of
said three dimensional projected Image, and presenting a
three dimensional projected image of a moute ahead.
31. The method as described in claim 29 wherein said
terrain data base is produced by a method comprising the
steps of:
providing a plurality of elevation points, each of said
plurality of elevation points representing an elevation
of a point on a terrain;
*defining a polygon having at least one vertex. defined by
.at least one of said elevation points;
examining an adjacent one of said plurality of elevation
points to determine If expanding said polygon to an
expanded polygon to include said adjacent one of said
Plurality of elevation points causes at least one of said
plurality of elevation points within said expanded polygont not to be within a first distance of a plane of said
expanded polygon; and
expanding said polygon to include aid adjacent one of
said plurality of elevation points if each of said elevation points within said expanded polygon is within said
first distance of said plane.
32. The method as described in claim 31 wherein at least
one additional adjacent. one of said pturality of elevation
points is examined, and wherein said polygon is expanded to
include said at lenst one additional one of said plurality of
elevation points that does not cause any of said elevation
points within said expanded polygon not to be within said
first distance of said plane of said expanded polygon.
33. te method as described in claim 32 wherein said
polygon is stored in said terrain data base after all of said
elevation points adjacent to said polygon have been examined.
34. 7le method as described in claim 32 wherein adi-l
tional polygons are defined, expanded, and added to said
terrain database.
3&. The method as described in claim 31 wherein at lcast
one additional adjacent one of said plurality of elevation
points is examined, and wherein said polygon is expanded to
include said at least one additional one of said plurality of
elevation Points that does not cause any of said elevation
points within said expanded polygon to be above said plane
of said expanded polygon and does not cause any of said
elevation points within said expanded polygon not to be
within said first distance of said plane of said expanded
polygon.
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36. The method as described in claim 35 wherein said
polygon is stored in said termin data base after all of said
elevation poonts adacent to said polygon have been exam.-

plane of said expanded polygon, and said polygon is
expanded if none of said elevation points within said
expanded polygon is above said plane of said expanded

37. The method as described in claim 31 'whemei said 5 PolgnadI aho adeeainpit
ihnsi
adjacent one of said plurality of elevation points is fwe
expanded polygon is within said first distance of said plane.
examined to determine If at least one of said plurality of
elevation points within said expanded polygon is above said
***S
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ABTRACT
A pilot aid using synthetic reality consists of a,"*FI,, 6Is:
lleterm*MLaq. the aircraft's position and attitude such as by the gl 6 bal
positioning system (OPS), a digital data base containing three-dimensional
polygon data for terrain and manmade structures, a computer,

and a display.

The computer uses the aircraft's position and attitude to look up the terrain
and manmade structure data in the data base and by using standard computer
graphics methods creates a projected three-dimensional scene on a cockpit
display. This presents the pilot with a synthesized view of the world
regardless of the actual vi.sibility. A second embodiment uses a head-mounted
display with a head position sensor to provide the pilot with a synthesized
view of the world that responds to where he or she is looking and which is not
blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft structures. A third embodiment allows
the pilot to preview the route ahead or to replay previous flights.

Patent Application of
Jed Margolin

BACKGROUND 07 THE INVUNTION
This invention relates to a pilot aid for synthesizing a view of the
world. When flying under Visual Flight Rules (VPR) the normal procedure for
determining your position is to relate what you see out the window to the
information on a paper map. During the day it can be difficiflt to determine
your location because the desired landmark can be lout in the clutter of
everything else.
Instrument Fligh

When

lying at night you see mostly lights. When f lying under

Rules (R)

you must-relate the information from various

navigation aids to the information on a printed map. You must then interpret
the map information in order to avoid flying into objects such as mountains
and the like. An improvement in this situation cams about when the global
positioning system (GPS) became operational and available for civilian use.
GP6 directly provides map coordinates but you must stills however, interpret

the map information. Systems have been developed which use OPS co,ordinates to
access an electronic map which is presented on a display as a flat map.
Systems have also been developed that present an apparent three-dimensional
effect and some that present a mathematically correct texture-mapped three-

dimensional projected display.
Both of these systems require a very large amount of storage for
terrain data. The latter system also requires specialized hardware. Their high
cost have prevented their widespread adoption by the avaiation community.

The 1984 patent to Taylor *t al. (U.S.

Patent No.

4,445,118) shows the

bauic operation of the global positioning system (OPS).
The 1984 patent to Johnson at al. tU.S. Patent No. 4,468,793) shows
a receiver for receiving GPS signals.
The 1984 patent to M4aher (U.S. Patent No. 4,485,383) shows another
receiver for receiving GPS signals.
The 1986 patent to Evans (U.S. Patent No. 4,599,620) shows a method
for determining the orientation of a moving object and producing roll, pitch,
and yaw information.I
The 1992 patent to Timothy et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,101,356) also
shows a method for determining the orientation of a moving object and
producing,-roll, pitch, and yaw intonmation.
The 1993 patent to Ward et at. (U.S. Patent No. 5,185,610) shown a
method for determining the orientation of a moving object from a single GPS
receiver and producing roll, pitch, and yaw information.The 1992 patent to Fraughton et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,153,836) shows
a navigation,

surveillane,

emergency location, and col lision avoidance-

system and method whereby each craft determines its own position using LOPAN
or GPS and transmits it on a radio channel along with the craft's
identification information. Bach craft also receives the radio channel and
thereby can determine the position and identification of other craft In the
vicinity.
The 1992 patent to Beckwith et ai. (U.S. Patent No. 5,140',532)
provides a topographical two-dimensional real-time display of the terrain over
which the air.craft is passing, and a slope-shading technique incorporated into
the system provides to the display an apparent three-dimensional effect
similar to that provided by a relief map. This is accomplished by reading
compressed terrain data from a'cassette tape in a contrfl.led manner based on
the instantaneous geographical location of the aircraft as provided by the

aircraft navigational computer system, reconstrdcting the compressed data by
suitable processing and writing the reconstructed data into a scene memory
with a north-up orientation. A read control circuit then controls the read-out
of data from the scene memory with a heading-up orientation to provide a realtime display of the terrain over which the aircraft is passing. A symbol at
the center of display position depicts the location of the aircraft with
respect to thd terrain, permitting the pilot to navigate the aircraft even
under conditions of poor visibility. However, the display provided by this
system is in the form of a moving map rather than a true perspective display
of the terrain as it would appear to the pilot through the window of the
aircraft.
The 1987 patent to Beckwith et al. (U.S.-Patent No. 4,660,157) is
similar to U.S. Patent No. 5,140,532. It also reads compressed terrain data
from a cassette tape in a controlled manner based on the instantaneous
geographical location of the aircraft as provided by the aircraft navigational
computer system and reconstructs the compressed data by suitable processing
and writing the reconstructed data into a scene memory. However, instead of
providing a topographical two-dimensional display of the terrain over which
the aircraft is passing and using a slope-shading technique to provide an
apparent three-dimensional effect similar to that provided by a relief map as
shown in thn '532 patent, the '157 patent processes the data to provide a
3D perspective on the display. There are a number of differences between the
'157 patent and the present invention:
1. The '157 Patent stores the map as a collection of terrain points with
associated altitudes; the large amount of storage required by this
approach requires that a tape be prepared for.each mission.
The present invention stores terrain data as a collection -of polygons
which result, in a significant reduction of data base storage; larger
geographic areas can be stored so that it it not necessary to generate

a data base for each missiont.
2. The '157 Patent uses a tape cassette for data base storage; the long
access time for tape storage make, it necessary to use a relatively
large cache memory. The present invention uses a CD-ROM which permits

random access to the'data so that the requirements for cache storage are
reduced.

3. The '157 Patent accounts for the aircraft's heading by controlling the
way the data is read out from the tape. Different heading' angles result
in the data being read from a different sequence of addresses. Since
addresses exist only at discrete locations, the truncation of address
locations causes an unavoidable change in the map shapes as the aircraft
changes heading. The present invention stores terrain,as polygons which
are mathematically rotated as the aircraft changes attitude. The
resolution is determined by number of bits used to represent the
vertices of the polygons, not the number of storage addresses.
4. The '157 accounts for the roll attitude of the aircraft by
mathematically rotating the screen data after it is projected. The '157
Patent does not show the display being responsive to the pitch angle of
the aircraft. In systems such as this the lack of fidelity is apparent
to the user. People know what things are supposed to look like and how
they are supposed to change perspective when they move. The present
invention uses techniques that have long been used by the computer
graphics industry to perform the mathematically correct transformation
and projection.
S. The ;157 shows only a mingle cockpit display while one.of the

embodiments of the presint invention shows a stereographic head-mounted
display with a head sensor. The pilot is presented with a synthesized
view of the world that is responsive to wherever.the pilot looks; the
view is not blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft structures. This
embodiment is not anticipated by the '157 patent.

-5The 1991 patent to Behensky 6t al. (Uod; Patent No. 5,005,148) shows a
driving simulator for a video game. The road and other terrain are produced
by mathematically transforming a three-dimensional polygon data base.
The first sales brochure from Atari Games Corp. is f or a coin-6perated
game (Hard Drivin') produced in 1989 and relate. to the '148 patent. The
terrain is represented by polygons in a three-dimeninal. space.

Each polygon

is transformed mathematically according to the position and orientation of the
player. After being tested to determine whether it is visible and having the
appropriate Illumination function performed,

it is clipped and projected onto

the display screen. These operations are in general use by the computer
graphics industry and are well known to those possessing ordinary skill in the
art.
The second sales brochure from Atari Games Corp. is for a coinoperated game (Steel Talons) produced in 1991 and which also relates to the
'148 patent and the use of polygons to represent terrain and other objects.
The 1993 patent to Dawson et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,179,638) shows a
a method and apparatus for providing a texture mapped perspective view for
digital map systems which includes a geometry engine that receives the
elevation posts scanned from~ the cache memory by the mhape'address generator.
A tiling engine is then used to transform the elevation posts into threedimensional polygons. There are a number of differences between the '638
patent and the present invention:
1. The '638 Patent is for a digital map system only. The matter of how the
location and attitude are selected is not addressed. The present
invention uses a digital map as part of a system for'-presenting an
aircraft pilot with a synthesized view' of the world regardless of the
actual visibility.
2. The '638 Patent stores the map as a collection ofiterrain points with
associated altitudes, thereby requiring a large amount of data storage.

The terrain points are tranuformed into polygons during program runtime, thereby adding to the processing burden. The present invention
stores terrain data as a collection of polygons which results in a
significant red uction of data base storage.
3. The present invention also teaches the use of a stereographic headmounted display with a bead sensor. The pilot is presented with a
synthesized view of the world that is.,responsive to wherever the pilot
looksal the view is not blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft
structures. This.embodiment is not anticipated by the '638 patent.
The 1994 patent to Hamilton et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,296,834) shows a
helicopter virtual display system in which the structual outlines
corresponding to structual members forming the canopy structure are added to
the head-up display in order to replace the canopy structure clues used by
pilots which would otherwise be lost by.the.use of the head-up display.
The 1994 patent to Lewin* (U.S. Patent No. 5,302,964) shows a head-up
display for an aircraft and incorporates a cathode-ray tube image generator
with a digital look-up table for distortion correction.

An optical system

projects an image formed on the cRT screen onto a holographic mirror combiner
which is transparent to the pilot's direct view through the aircraft
windshield.
The sales brochure from the Polhemus company shows the commercial
availability of a position and orientation sensor which can be used on a
head-mffounted display.
The article from EDN magazine, January 7, 1993, pages 31-42, entitled
"System revolutionizes surveying and navigation" is an overview of how the
global positioning system (OPS) works and lists several manufacturers of
commercially available receivers. The article also mentions several
applications much as the use by' geologists to monitor f-ault line., by oil

companies for of f-shore oil explorations,

for keeping track of, lower-orbit

satellites, by fleet vehicle operators to keep track of their fleet, for crop
sprayer. to spread fertilizer and pesticides more efficiently, and for in-car
systems to display maps for automotive navigation.
The section from "Aviator's Guide to GPS" presents a history of
the GPS program.
!ho sales brochure from Megellan Systems Corp. is for commercially
available equipment comprising a, GPS receiver with a'moving map display. The
map that is displayed is a flat map.
The sales brochure from Trimbl6 Navigation is for a commercially
available GPS receiver.
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The sales brochure from the U.S. Geological .Sesvisae showg the
A
availability of Digital Elevation Models for all of the United States and it.
territories.
The second sales brochure f rom the U.S. Geological,-Sow vkesshowe the
availability of Digital Line Graph models for all of the United States and its
territories. The data includes: political and administrative boundaries,;
hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing water, and wetlands;
major transportation systems consisting of roads and trails, railroads,
pipelines, transmission lines, and airports; and significant manmade
structure.
The Washington sectional Aeronautical Chart is a paper map published
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, National oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration that shows the complexity of the information that an aircraft
pilot needs In order to fly in the area covered by the map. The other areas of
the U.S. are covered by similar maps.
The sales brochure from Jeppesen Sanderson shows that the company
makes its navigation data base.available in computer.reAdable form.

Accordingly, several objects and adVantages of my invention are to
provide a system that produces a mathematically correct three-dimensional
projected view of the terrain while reducing the amount of storage required
for the data base and which can be accomplished by using standard commercially
available components.

The invention can be used as a real-time Lnflight

aid or it can be used to preview a flight, or it can be used to replay and

review i previous flight.
Further objects and advantages of ray invention will become apparant
from a consideration of the drawings and ensuing description.

OUMACRY OF THS flWENTION
The present invention is a pilot aid which uses the aircraft'.
position and attitude to transform data from a digital data base to present a
pilot with a synthesized three-dimensional projected view of the world.
The three-dimensional position is typically determined by using the output of
a commercially available GPS receiver. As a safety check, the altitude
calculated by the GPS receiver can be compared to the output of either a
standard altimeter or a radio altimeter. Attitude can also be determined from
the use of a GPS receiver or It can be derived from standard avionic
instruments such as turn-and-bank indicator and gyrocompass. The digital
data base represents the terrain and manmade structures as collections of
polygons in order to minimize storage requiremhents.

The pilot can select

several feature such as pan, tilt, and zoom which would allow the pilot
to see a synthesized view of terrain that would otherwise be blocked by the
aircraft's structure, especially an a law-wing aircraft. The pilot can also
preview the route either inflight or on the ground. Because the system has the
ability to save the flying parameters from a flight, the pilot can replay all
or part of a previous flight, and can even take over during the replay to try
out different flight strategies. Through the use of a head-mounted display
with a head sensor, the pilot can have complete range of motion to receive a
synthesized view of the world, completely unhindered by the aircraft
structure.

-10DESCRIPTION 0P THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the output to a single video
display.
FIG. 2 iu a block diagram showing the output to a head-mounted
display.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a system used to plan and/cr
replay a particular flight.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing Computer 107 and Graphics System 108
in FIG. 1, FIG. 2, and FIG. 3.
FIG. 5a shows a simple positive (counter-clockwise) rotation of a
point around the origin of a 2-Dimensional space.
FIG. 5b show. a second positive (counter-clockwis)'rotation of a

point around the origin of a 2-Dimensional space.
FIG. Sa shows the equivalent three dimensional space of FIG. 5a where
the rotation is around the 0 axis.
FIG. 6b is a re-orientation of the axes of FIG. 6a showing rotation
around the Y axis.
FIG. 6c is a re-orientation of the axes of FIG. 6a showing rotation
around the X axis.
FIG.

7a Is a side view showing the projection of a point in three-

dimensions projected onto a two-dimensional screen.
FIG. 7b is a top view showing the projection of a point In three-

dimensions projected onto a two-dimensional screen.
FIG. 8a is a cabinet-projected three-dimensional representation of the
viewing pyramid.
FIG. 8b is a 2D top view of the viewing pyramid.
FIG. Sc is a 2D side view of the viewing pyramid.
PIG. 9a shows an unclipped polygon.FIG. 9b shows how clipping the polygon in FIG. 9& produces additional
sides to the polygon.

rIG. l0t shows the impending crossover fiom Geographic Data Block

21 to Geographic Data Block 22.
FIG. 10b shows the result of a crossover from Geographic Data Block
21 to Geographic Data Block 22.
FiG. lit shows the impending crossover from Geographic Data Block
22 to Geographic Data Block 32.
FIG. llb shows the result of a crossover from Geographic Data Block
22 to Geographic Data Block 32.
FIG. 12a through FIG. 12/. and FIG. 13a through FIG. 131show the
procedure for generating the polygon data base from the Digital Elevation
Model data.

-12DETAILED OPRCIIICATION
FIG.

1 shows the basic form of the Invention. OPS Receiver 101

receives signals from the satellites that make up the global positioning
system (qPS) and calculates the aircraft's position in three dimensions.
Altimeter 104 provides an output of the aircraft's altitude*as a safety
check in the event GPS Receiver 101 malfunctions. Turn-and-bank Indicator
102 and Gyrocompass 103 provide the aircraft's attitude which comprises
heading, roll, and pitch. CD-ROM Data Base 105 'contains the digital data base
consisting of three-dimensional polygon data for terrain and manmade
structures.
Computer 107 is shown in more detail in FIG. 4 and uses commercially
available integrated circuits including processor 404, the MPC601,
Motorola Semiconductor Inc. The

a4ec6oi

from

is a fast 32-bit RISC processor with a

floating point unit and a 32K Byte eight-way set-associative unified
instruction and data cache. Most integer instructions are executed in one
clock cycle. Compilers are available for ANSI standard C and for ANSI standard
FORTRAN 77. Computer 107 also contains ROM 405, RAM 406, Avionics Interface
401, CD-ROM Interface 402, Control Panel Interf ace 403, Graphics Systems
Interf ace 407, and Hard Drive Interf ace 408.
Computer 107 uses the aircraft's position from GPS Receiver 101
to look up the terrain and manmade structure data in

CD-ROM Data Base 105.

This data is organized in geographic blaocks and is accessed so that there

is always the proper data present. This is shown in FIG. 10a.

FIG. 10b shows

that when the aircraft crosses from Block 21 to Block 22, the data from
Blocks 10, 20, and 30 are discarded and data from Blocks 13, 23, and 33 are
brought in from CD-ROM Data Ease 105.
crossing from Block 22 to Block 32.

FIG. Ila and FIG. Ilb show the aircraft

-13Computer 107 uses the aircraft's position from GPS Reciiver 101 and
attitude information from Turn-and-bank indicator 102 and Gyrocompass 103 to
mathematically operate on the terrain and manmade structure data to present
three-dimensional projected polygons to Graphics System 108. As shown in
FIG. 4, Graphics System 108 consists of a commercially available graphics
Integrated circuit 409, the 86C805, made by S3 Incorporated. This integrated
circuit contains primitives for drawing lines In addition to the standard SVGA
graphics functions. The 86C805 controls DRAM 410 which is the video memory
consisting of two buffers of 1024 x 768 pixels, each of which is 8 bits deep.
The video to be displayed from DRAM 410 is sent to RAMDAC 411 which is an
integrated circuit cormmercially available from several manufacturers, such as
Brooktree and AT&T. RAXDAC 411 contains a email RAM of 256 x 24 bits and three
8-bit DACs.

The RAM section is a color table programed to assign the desired

color to each of the 256 combinations possible by having 8 bits/pixel and is
combined with three video DACO, one for each color for Video Display 109.
Video Display 109 is a color video display of conventional design such
as a standard CAT,

an LCD panel, or a plasma display panel. The preferred size

of Video Display 109 is 19"1 although other sizes may be used.
FIG. 2 shows the use of the system with Head Mounted Display .201.

Read

Mounted Display Attitude Sensors 202 provide Computer 107 with the orientation
of Head Mounted Display 201. This orientation is concatenated with the
aircraft's orientation provided by Turn-and-bank Indicator 102 and Gyrocompass
103. As a consequence the pilot can turn his or her head and view' the threedimensional synthesized view of the transformed terrain and manmade structure
data unhindered by the aircraft's structure. With the appropriate sensors
for engines, fuel tanks, doors, and the like, the pilot can be presented
with synthesized representations of these objects in their correct locations.
For example, the pilot would be able to 'look' at a fuel-tank and 'see' if it
is running low. The pilot would also be able to lose$ if there is a problem

-14with an engine and, on multi-engine aircraft, identify which one. Dy using a
technique similar to that taught in the 1992 patent to Fraughton et al. (U.S.
Patent No.

5,153,836)

where each aircraft determines its own position using

LORAN or-GPS and transmits it on a radio channel along with the aircraft'.
identification information so that each craft also receives the radio channel
and can thereby determine the position and identification of other craft in
the vicinity, these other aircraft can be presented in the present invention
as three-dimensional objects in their correct positions to alert the pilot to
their presence and take evasive maneuvers as required.
Hard Disk Drive 110 is for recording the aircraft's position and
orientation data for later playback in order.to review the flight. Because
the information presented on Video Display 109 is a function of the aircraft's
position and orientation data applied to the CD-ROM Data Base 105,, it can
be reconstructed later at any time by storing just the aircraft's position and
orientation data and applying it again to CD-ROM Data Base 106,

as long as

the data base is still available. The aircraft's position and orientation data
requires fewer than 100 bytes. By recording it every 0.1 seconds, an hour
require. about 3.6 Megabytes of storage. (100 bytesa/update x 10 updates/scond
x 60 seconds/min x 60 minutes/hour - about 3.6 Megabyte.) Therefore, a
standard 340 Megabyte hard drive would store about 94 hours of operation.
A method for previewing a route that has not been flown before is
shown in FIG. 3 . GPS Receiver 101, Turn-and-bank Indicator 102,*-Gyrocompass
103, and Altimeter 104 are replaced by User Flight Controls with Force
Feedback 301 and Aerodynamic Model Processor 302. Aerodynamic Model Processor
302 is a processor that implements the aerodynamic mathematical model for the
type of aircraft desired. It receives the user inputs from User Flight Control
with Force Feedback 301, performs the mathematical calc9lations to simulate
the desired aircraft, and supplies output back to the Force Feedback part of
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the controls and to Computer 107. The outpiati supplied to Computer 107
simulate the outputs normally supplied to UPS Receiver 101, *Turn-and-bank
Indicator 102, Gyrocompass 103, and Altimeter 104. In this way, Computer 107
executes exactly the name program that it would perform in the in-flight
system. This permits the pilot to practice flying routes that he or she
has not flown before and is particularly useful in practicing approach
and landing at unfamiliar airports. This system does not need to be installed
in an aircraft; it can be installed in any convenient location, even the
pilot's home.
Control Panel 4tallows the pilot to select different operating
features. For example, the pilot can choose the 'look angle' of the display
(pan and ti1l ).

This would allow the pilot to see synthesized terrain

coresponding to real terrain that would otherwise be blocked by the aircraft's
structure like the nose, or the wing on a low wing aircraft. Another feature
is the zoom function which.provides magnification. Another feature is to
permit the pilot to select a section of the route other than the one he
or she is on, for example, to preview the approach to the destinition
airport.

-16MATH INTRO
The math for the present invention has been used in the field of coinoperated video games and in traditional computer graphic.. However, since it
ha. not been well documented, it will be presented here. The basic concept
assumes the unit is a simulator, responiv lc'bh

the user's inputs. It is

a uhort step from that to the present invention where the inputs represent the
physical location and attitude of the aircraft.
The steps required to view a 3D polygon-based data base ares
1. Transformation (translation and rotation as required)
2. Visibility and illumination
3. Clipping
4. Projection
In this geometric model there is an absolute Universe filled with
Objects, each of which is free to rotate and translate. Associated with
each Object is an Orthonormal Matrix (i.e. a set of Orthogonal Unit vectors)
that decribee the Object's orientation with respect to the Universe.
the Unit Vectors are Orthogonal,
Transpose.

Because

the Inverse of the matrix Is simply the

This makes it very easy to change the point of reference. The

Object may look at the Universe or the Universe may look at the Object.

The

Object may look at another Object after the appropriate concatenation of Unit
Vectors.

Each Object will always Roll, Pitch, or Yaw around its own axes

regardless of its current orientation without using Euler angle functions.

ROTATIONS
The convention used here is that the 2 axis is straight up, the X axis
is straight.ahead, and the Y axis is to the right. ROLL is a rotation around
the X axis, PITCH is a rotation around the Y axis, and YAW is a rotation
around the Z axis.

-17For a simple positive (counter-clockwise) rotation of a point around
the origin of a 2-Dimensional space:
X'- X*COB(a) - Y*SIN(a)
Y'- X*SIN1(a) + Y*COS(a)
See FIG.'Sa.
If we want to rotate the point again there are two choices:
1. Simply sum the angles and rotate the original paints, in which camie:
V' - X*COS(a+b) - Y*SIN(a+b)
Y" - X*SIN(a+b) + Y*OS(a+b)
2. notate X', Y, by angle bt
X" - X'*COS(b)

- Y'*SIN(b)
Y" - XI*SIN(b) + Y'*COS(b)

See FIG. 5b.
With the second method the errors are cumulative. The first method preserves
the accuracy of the original coordinates; unfortunately it works only for
rotations around a single axis. when a series of rotations are done together
around two or three axes, the order of rotation makes a difference. As an
example: An airplane always Rolls, Pitches, and Yaws according to it.
own axes, Visualize an airplane sumpended_in air, wings straight and level,
nose pointed North. Roll 90 degrees clockwise, then pitch 90 degrees "up".
The nose will be pointing East. Now we will start over and reverse the order
of rotation. start from straight and level, pointing North. Pitch up 90
degrees,

then Roll 90 degrees clockwise,

The nose will now be poih1ting

straight up, where."up" is referenced to the ground. If you have trouble
visualizing these motions, just pretend your hand is the airplane.
This means that we cannot simply keep a running sum of the angles for
each axis. The standard method is to use functions of Euler angles. The method
to be described is easier and faster to use than Muler.angle functions.

-isAlthough F10. 5a rep;euentb a two diffeniional apace, it is
equivalent to a three dimensional apace where the rotation is around the Z
,..axis.

See FIG. 6a. The equations are
X'. - .X*COS(za) - Y*SIN(za)
Y,- X*SIN(za) + Y*COS(za)

Equation 1

,--y symmetry the other equations aret
ZO - Z*COS(ya)* X*SIN(ya)
X8 - Z*SIN(ya) + X*COS(ya)

Equation 2

Se. FIG. 6b.
and
Y- Y*COS(xa) - Z*SIN(xa)
Z' - Y*5flN(xa) + Z*COS(xa)

Equation 3

see FIG. 6c.
From the ship's frame of reference it is at rest; it

Is the Universe

that is rotating. we can either change the equations to make the angles
negative or decide that positive rotations are clockwise. Therefore, from now
on all positive rotations are clockwise.
Consolidating Equations 1, 2, and 3 for a motion consisting of
rotations za (around the Z axis), ya (around the Y axis), and xa (around
the X axis) yields:
X's

X*ICOS(ya)*COB(za)]

+

Y*(CCOS(ya)*SIN(za) 3

+

Z*(SIN (ya)]
V

a

X*CSIN(xa)*SIN(ya)*Cos(za)+cos(xa)*SIN(za)I

+

Y*(-SIN(xa)*SIN(ya)*SIN(za) + C0S(xa)*COS(za)j

+

Z*C..SIN(xa)*COS(ya) 3
2'

-

X*C-COS(xa)*SXN(ya)*COS(ua) + SfI(xa)*SIN(za))

+

Y*CCOS(xa)*SIN(ya)*SIN(za)

+

+ SIN(xa)*COS(za)]

Z*CCOS(xa)*COS(ya)]
*

(The asymmetry in the equations is another indication 6i the difference the
order of rotation makes.)

-19Thu main use of the consolidated equations Lb to show that any rotation will

be in the form:
7 + CX * Z
Y + Cy * Z
Z'aAss * X1+5z * Y + Cz * 2

X, -

ftX

*

K

+ Bx *
*

7' * Ay * X + By

If we start with three specific points In the initial, absolute coordinate
system, such-ass
Px- (1,0,0)
Py = (0,1,0)
PMt
(0,0,1)

after any number of arbitrary rotations,
Px1 - (XA,YA,ZA)
Py' w (XB,YB,ZS)
P.z' a (XC,YC,ZC)
By inspection:
V"

Xh-AX

XS-Bx

Y-A9Y-y
ZA-Az

ZB-Bz

XCWCx
YC-Cy

SC-c:

Therefore, these three points in the ship's frame of reference provide the
coefficients to transform the absolute coordinates of whatever is in the
Universe of point.. The absolute list of paints is itself never changed so
it

is never lost and errors are not cumulative. All that is required is to

calculate.Px, Py, -and Pz with sufficient accuracy.I
Px, Py, and Pz can be thought of as the axes of a gyrocompass or' 3-axis

stabilized platform in the ship that is always oriented in the original,
absolute coordinate system.

-20TRANSLAT IONS
Translations do not affect any of the angles and therefore do not affect' the
rotation coefficients. Translations will be handled am followat
Rather than keep track of where the origin of the absolute coordinate
system is from the ship's poInt of view (it changes with the ship's
orientation),

the ship's location will be kept track of In the absolute

coordinate system.
To do this requires finding the inverse transformation of the rotation
matrix.

Px, Py, and Pz are vectors,

each with a length of 1.000,

and each one

orthogonal to the others. (Rotating them will not change theme properties.)
The inverse of an orthonormal matrix (one composed of orthogonal unit vectors
like Px, Py, and Pz) Is formed by transposing rows and columns.
Therefore, for X, Y, Z in the Universe's reference and X1, Y', Z' in
the Ship's reference:
Dx
Y, AyAxByC

Z, Az B: Cz j

*

r[Xj

and

LZ

Ly

IX1 [Ax Ay A:
BxiByfBth
Cy C:]
cx

Z

The ship's X unit vector (1,0,0), the vector which, according to the ship is
straight ahead, transforms to (Ax,Bx,Cx).

Thus the position of the ship in

terms of the Universe's coordinates can be determined.
The complete transformation f or the Ship to look at *the universe, taking into
account the position of the Ship:
For X,Y,Z in Universe reference and X', Y', Z' in Ship's reference
[VI

J*-X:TJ

Bx Cxl
AyBy Cy

[Ax

-T
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INDEPENDENT OBJECTS
To draw objects in a polygon-based system, rotating the vertices
that define the polygon will rotate the polygon.
.The object will be defined in its own coordinate system (the object
"library") and have associated with It a set of unit vectors. The object Is
rotated by rotating its unit vectors, The object will also have a position in
the absolute Universe.
When we want to look at an object from any frame of reference we will
transform each point in the object's library by applying a rotation matrix to
place the object in the proper orientation. We will then apply a translation
vector to place the object in the proper position. The rotation matrix is
derived from both the object's and the observer's unit vectors; the
translation vector is derived from the object's position, the observer's
position, and the observer's unit vectors.
The simplest frame of reference from which to view an object Is in the
Universe's reference at (0,0,0) looking along the X axis. The reason is that
we already have the rotation coeficients to look at the object. The
object's unit vectors supply the matrix coefficients for the object to look at
(rotate) the Universe. The inverse of this matrix will allow the universe to
look at (rotate) the object. As discussed previously, the unit vectors form an
Orthonormal matrix; its inverse is simply the Transpose. After the object is
rotated, it is translated to its position (its position according to the
Universe) and projected. More on projection later.
A consequence of using the Unit Vector method is that, whatever
orientation the object is in, it will always Roll, Pitch, and Yaw according
to ITS axes.

-22For an object with unit vectors

EAz
Ax Bx Cxl
Ay By Cy

Bs Cs

and absol,ute position

(XT,YT,ZT], and (X,Y,Z] a point from the object's

library, and [X',Y',Z'j in the Universe's reference,
The Universe looks at the objects

42
rDnr

rX'

FAx
As F 1 F T
Bx Ay
By
*[
Ys

[:j

Z' Cx CY Cz
For two ships,

*FAxl

2

Z

each with unit vectors and positions:

Bxl Cxli

hyl Syl .Cyl
LAzl Dz1 CzlJ

Ship 1 Unit Vectors

EAx2
EAx2

Ship 1 Position

(XTl,YTI,Z2T1)

Bx2 Cx21

Ay2 By2 Cy2
Az2 Dz2 Cz2 j

Ship 2 Unit Vectors

(XT2 ,YT2, ZT2)

Ship 2 Position

Ay2 Az21

Blx2 By2 Sz2 I
Cx2 Cy2 Cz2

(X,Y,Z)
(X",Y",Z")

Transpose (Inverse) of Ship 2 Unit Vectors

in Ship 2 library, (X',Y',Z')

in Universe Reference, and

in Ship 1.Reference

Universe looks at ship 2:

(02,35,

Z,

XI].[Ax2 Ay2 Az2

1

nfl
B 2
Dzz2
Cx2 Cy2 Cz2

J

X]

[XT2

*
M

Ship 1 looks at the Universe looking at Ship 2:

]YX
E.

[aa
zl

-Ay1

LAzl

1YY

T1I

1]
dzl jZ[' X-f
- ZT1J

-AylDly
[AXIxlxCxl

XrB x 1 Cx l
Dyl
y '-AylBylCyl
lCx 1 F['A
FDxlMCyl
Dz1
*

Czl

J

Lz

L

XI1
i
J * fIYTI

zB'
ml Czi l

r~)

T

J

iQUATION 10
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EAzl
LixlCxl
AyilyCyl

*

Bal CulJ

Xj' 1
,
LI

x Bixl
FA'Iyl Byl
Az

r 1

( [Ax2 Ay2 Az2

Cxl

(

Cyl*

Bazl. Czl

BX2 By2 52]

(L Cx2 Cy2

Cz2

4

[

T

YL i YT2

z

L

ZT2j

Using the Distributive Law of Matrices:

ra

DlCxli
Cy
Bz l Cal

AI
yl By

L

______Am

*(j92

x2Af
Ay2 Az2
By2 Bz2 j

A

L.)

CxC2 Cy2 Cz2 J

Cl
;11

x

XT2

)+jAyl Byl Cl1*
I

T2
ZT24

Sal CZ1.4

Using the Associative Law of Matrices:
-

F Bl
xl Cx1i
Ayl S.yl Cyl
C Al Bz1 Czl i

x2 Ay2 Az2
B*
x2 Bf 2

1)

)

YJ+

I.

LCx2 Cy2 Cz2 i

:;1F
.l1x
Cxl
Ayl Dy Cyl

X2
XT2

Azi Bal Cal.

ZT24

Substituting back into Equation 10 gives:

X-

xl Sri Cxii
'hl

Lz"

l

y

1

Bzl C.l j

)

[Ax2 Ay2 Am
x2

LCx2

0

y2

F1

LzJ

B:;21
Cz2

Cxl

xxl

[An
+

IYI+

[XT21

Ayl
n31Cl
Hyl Cyl

xl

Cxl1

Ayl Byl Cl11Yi
Aml Bzl Cal J

ZT
T2

FXTii
ZT1J

Therefore:

FX"1

IY.

LV.]

Al

B;1 Cl

lAy
yyl
j
LAzl Hal Czl

AX2 Ay2 Az2

1

Bx2 Sy2 Bz2 I)
CXL022
Cy2 Cz21J

L2

+ [ AXI B;
Dx Cxli
Ajl
yl 8yl Cyl
[Al
Bal Cal.

XT2:XT31
YT2-YTl
L ZT2-ZT1

EQUATION 11

Now let:
-fatha

Ax Bx Cx
rAxl Bx1 Cxli
hy By Cyj-Ayl Dyl Cyl
Hzz Cz
AzaBzl Czl
This

[Ax2 Ay2 Az21
j5
BX2 2
52
Sz
LCx2 Cy2 Cz2.

EQUATION 12

matrix represents the orientation of Ship 2 according to

Ship 118 frame of reference. This concatentation needs to be done only once
per update of ship 2.

,-' ,
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Also let:
Cyl i *jYT2-YT1
YT 1 -jAy.
Iy Cx1
LXT
Axl Dxl
XT2:XT1
ZT2-ZTI
Azl* Bzl Czl J
ZTJ

EQUATION413

(XT,YT,ZT) Is merely the position of Ship 2 in Ship l's frame of
reference.
This also needs to be done only once per update of Ship 2. Therefore
the transformation to be applied to Ship 2's library will be of the form:

7

FX".FAx Bx Cx F 1 rTl
lYIIAy By Cy *ll+YTj
LZ"JL As Bz Cz
ZJ LT

Therefore,

EQUATION 14

every object has six degrees of freedom, and any object may look at

any other object.

SUMMARY OF TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHMSs

1/Define Unit Vectores

[PxI -

(Ax,Ay,Az)

[Py) - (BX,BY,Bz)
CpsJ - (Cx,Cy,Cz)
Initialize: Ax-By-Cz-1. 000
AY-AZ-BX-BZ-CX-CY-0
If

Roll:
-'Ay*COS(xa)

-

Az*SIN(xa)

- Ay*SIN(xa) + Az*COS(xa)
w By*005(xa)

-

Bz*SIN(xa)

-By*SIN(xa) + Bz*COS(xa)
- Cy*COS(xa) - CZ*SIN(xa)
- Cy*SIN(xa) + Cz*cOS(xa)
If Pitch:

- Az*COS (ya) - Ax*SIN(ya)
- AZ*SIK(ya) + Ax*OOS(ya)
- Bz*COS(ya) - Bx*SIN(ya)
- BS*SIN(ya) + Bx*SIN(ya)
- CZ*c03(ya) - Cx*SIN(ya)
- Cz*SZN(ya) + Cx*OS(ya)

(7

2----

If Yaws

,.(za,

Ax'
.Ayl

-

Ax*COS(za)

Bx1
By'

-

Bx*COS(za) - By*SIN(ga)
Bx*SIN(za) + By*COS(za)

Cx'
Cy'

-

Cx*C0S(za) - Cy*SIN(sa)
Cx*SIN(za) + Cy*OOS(za)

- Ay*SIN(za)
Ax*SIN(za) + hy*COS(za)

are incremental rotation..)

and 'xa'

'ya',

thu resultant unit vectors form a transformation matrix. For X, Y, Z in
-Universe reference and X', Y', Z' in Ship's reference

[iE [A y

Z, As Bz Cy
Cz
and

[X

[Ax

z

Ay Az
~C C C

The ship's x unit vector, the vector which according to the ship is straight
ahead, transform. to (Ax,Bx,Cx). For a ship in free space, this is the
acceleration vector when there is forward thrust. The sum of the accelerations
determine the velocity vector and the sum of the velocity vectors determine
the position vector (XT,YT,ZT).
For two ship., each with unit vectors and positions:

[Ayl

Ship 1.Unit Vectors

(XT1,YT1,ZTI)

Ship ;.Position

AxI. Bx1 Cxli
Dyl 0y.
Aml Bzl Cz1.

Ax2 Bx2 Cx2

Ay By2 Cy2

1

Az2 Dz2 Cz24
(XT2,YT2,ZT2)

Ship 2 Unit Vectors
Ship 2 Position

-26Shp1 looks at the Universe:

rx'

LVPZ'

AXI BxI Cxli (,
X-XT1
By1 Cyl j * IX-YIT
(X,Y,Z) in Universe
Azl Bzl czl J LIZ-ZT J(X',Y',Z') in Ship 1 frame of

hyl

reference

Ship I looks at Ship 2:

EAy
Ax Ox Cxl

Axl BxI Cxl]

AzBz Czj

AzlDBzICzIj

By Cy nAyl Byl Cyl

[Ax2 Ay2 Az21
Bx2 3y2 Cy2
Cx2 Cy2 C12 .1

(Ship 2 orientation relative to ship 1 orientation)
XT

Al Bxl cxl i

[ XT2-XTI

YT Ayl Byl Cyl I*YT2-YT1I

ZT Azl Dm1 CzliJ

L 2T2-ZTI

(Ship 2 position in Ship I's frame of reference)

Y, Ay B~ Cyj
+jYl
Am Bz CzJ
LZJ LZT

LEtJ

(X,Y,Z) in Ship 2 library
(X',Y',I') in Ship 1 reference

VISIBILITY AND ILLUMINATION

After a polygon is transformed, whether it is a terrain polygon or
it belongs to an independently moving object such as another aircraft, the
next step is to determine its illumination value, if indeed, it is visible
at all.

Associated with each.polygon is a vector of length 1 that is normal to
the surface of the polygon. This is obtained by using the vector crosproduct
between the vectors farming any two adjacent aides of the polygon. For two
vectors VI - [xl,yl,zl] and V2 - (x2,y2,z23 the croesproduct VI X V2 is the
vector

[ (yl*z2-y2*zl),-(xl*z2-x2*zl),(xl*y2-x2*yl) ]. The vector is then

normalized by dividing it by it. length. This gives it a length-of 1. This

-27calculation can be done when the data base is generated, becoming part of the
data base, or it can be done during pragram run time. The tradeoff is between
data base size and program execution time. In any event, it becomes part of
the transformed data.
After the polygon and its normal are transformed to the aircraft's
frame of reference, we need to calculate the angle between the polygon's
normal and the vector from the base of the normal to the aircraft. This Is
done by taking the vector dot product. For two vectors V1 = Cxl,yl,ulJ and
V2 - [x2,y2,z2],

Vl dot V2 - length(VI)

*

length(V2)

*

cos(a)

and is

calulated as Cxl*x2 + yl*y2 + zl*z2). Therefore:
comn(a) - (xl*x2 + yl*y2 + zl*z2)
length(Vl)

*length(V2)

A cosine that is negative means that the angle is between 90 degress and 270

degree.. Since this angle is facing away from the observer It will not be
visible and can be rejected and not subjected to further processing. The
actual cosine value can be used to determine the brightness of the polygon
for added realism.

CLIPPING
Now that the polygon has been transformed and checked for visibility
it

must be clipped so that it will properly fit

on the screen after it is

projected. Standard clipping routines are well known In the computer graphics
industry. There are six clipping planes as shown in the 3D representation
shown in FIG. Sa. . The 2D top view is shown in FIG. Sb, and the 2D aide view
in shown in FIG. 8c. It should be noted that clipping a polygon may result
in the creation of addition polygon sides which must be added to the polygon
description sent to the polygon display routine.-

-28PROJECTION
As shown in FIG. 7a, K' in the -distance to the point along the K axis,

Z' is

the height of the paint, Xe is the distance from the eyepoint to the screen
onto which the point is to be projected, and Sy is the vertical displacement
on the screen. Z'/X' and By/Ks form similar triangles sot Z'/X' - Sy/Xem
therefore

Sy - Xo*Zh/Xl

.

Likewise,

Y'/X' - Sx/Is

so

Sx,-

Xo*Y'/X'

where

ax is the horizontal displacement on the screen. However, we still need to fit
Sy and Sx to the monitor display coordinates. Suppose we have a screen that is
1024 by 1024.

Each axis .would be plus or minus 512 with (0,0) in the center.

If we want a 90 degree field of view (plus or minus 45 degrees from the
center), then when a point has Z'/X-1 It must be put at the edge of the
screen where its value is 512. Therefore By - 512*E'/X'. (By is the
Screen Y-coordinate).
Therefore:
By

-K*Z'/Xl

Sxc

K*Y

S/X(

Sy is the vertical coordinate on the display
SOx

i.e the horizontal coordinate on the display

K is chosen to make the viewing angle fit the monitor coordinates.. If K is
varied dynamically 'we end up with a zoom lens effect. And if we are clever in
implementing the divider, K can be performed without having to actually do a
multiplication.

-29THE DATABASE

The data-base is generated from several sources. The U.S. Geological
Swrvtce (USGS)

makes available various databases, two of which are of

particular interest. The first is the Digital Elevation Model data which
consist of an array of regularly spaced terrain elevations. This data base is
converted into a data base containing polygons (whose vertices are threedimensional points) in order to maxiLmize the geographic area covered by CD-ROM
Data Base 105 and also to reduce the amount of run-time processing required of
Computer 107. This is possible because there are large areas of terrain that
are essentially flat. Note that flat does not necessarily mean level. A
sloping area is flat without being level.
The Digital Elevation Model data elevations are spaced 30 meters
apart.

30 meters - 30m x 39.37in/m x lft/12 in - 98.245 ft .A

linear mile

contains 5,280 ft/mi x 1 data point/98.245 ft - 53.65 data points/mi
Therefore, a square mile contains 53.65 x 53.65 = 2878 data points.
California has a total area of 158,706 square miles which requires
158,706 x 2878

-.

456,755,968 data points. Since this figure includes

2,407 sq mi of inland water areas,

there are 2407 x 2878 = 6,927,346 data

points just for inland water. The U.S. has a total area of 3,618,773 square
miles which requires 3,618,773 x 2878 = 10,414,828,694 data points. This
figure includes 79,484 sq mi of inland water areas requiring 79,484 x 2878
a228,754,952

data points just for inland water.

The polygon data are organized in geographic data blocks: Because the
amount of data in each geographic data block depends on the number of polygons
and because the number of polygons depends on the flatness of the terrain, the
size of each geographic data block is variable. Therefore, an address table is
maintained that contains a pointer to each geographic data block. The first
choice is to decide an the geographic area represented-by the block. For the
present invention the size is 20 mi x 20 mi a 400 sq mi . Therefore, the

-30polygon data base for California ricUires 158,706 sq mi x 1 block/400 sq i-

397 geographic data blocks. The number of polygons in a given geographic data
block depends on the flatness of the terrain and what we decide is 'flat'.
The definition of 'flatness' is that for a polygon whose vertices are threedimensional points, there will be no elevation point. that are higher than the
plans of the polygon and there will be no elevation points that are below the
the plane of the polygon by A distance called the Error Factor. A small Error
Factor will require more polygo~ns to'represent a given terrain than will a
large Error Factor. A small Error Factor will also generate the terrain more
accurately. The Error Factor does not have to be the same for all Geographic
Data Blocks. Blocks for areas of high interest, like airports and surrounding
areas can be generated using a small Error Factor in order to represent the
terrain more precisely. The present invention uses an Error Factor of 10 ft
for areas surrounding airports and 50 ft for all other areas.
A procedure for generating the polygon dita base from the6 Digital

0 1

Elevation Model data in demonstrated in FIG. 12a through FIG. 12% and
FIG. 13& through FIG. 13. We start with three points which define a polygon
A

and which has a surface. We select the next elevation point'and decide if it
belongs In the polygon accordinng to the citeria. previously discussed.

if it

does, it gets added to the polygon. If not, not. We then teat additional
adjacent points until we run out. Then we start over with another three
points.
When we are done generating polygons for a Geographic Data.Block
we go back and examine them; any polygon that is .'too big' is broken down
into smaller polygons. This is to make sure there are always enough polygons
on the screen to provide a proper reference.for the pilot. (A single large
polygon on the screen would not have any apparent motion.) Finally, the
polygons are assigned colors and/or shades so that adjacent polygons will
not blend into each other.

-31The other USGS data base used is the Digital Line Graph data which
includes: political and administrative boundaries; hydrography consisting of
all flowing water,

standing water, and wetlands; major transportation systems

consisting of roads and trails, railroads, pipelines, transmission lines, and
airports; and significant manmade structures.

The Digital Line Graph data is

two-dimensional. In the present invention features such *s water, roads,
railroads, and pipelines are represented as polygons with elevations
determined from the Digital Elevation Model data. Transmission lines and
significant manmade structures are defined as three-dimensional objects made,
of polygons and are placed according to the elevations determined from the
Digital Elevation Model data. The different types of objects are tagged so
that by using Control Panel 106 the pilot can.select them to be highlighted by
category or by specific object. For example,

the pilot can choose to have all

airport. highlighted or just the destination airport. The pilot can also
choose to have a specific highway highlighted.
Data from.additional digital data bases can also be Incorporated. An
example of such a data base Lu from Jeppesen Sanderson whose NayData Services
division provides aeronautical charts and makes this information available in
digital form.

While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown,
it is to be expressly understood that modifications and changes may be made
thereto and that the present invention is set forth in the following claims.

-321 claim:
1. A pilot aid which uses an aircraft's position and

ttitude to transform

data from a digital data base to present a pilot wit

a synthesized three

dimensional projected view of the world comprisingia
a position determining means for locating

aid aircraft's position in

three dimensions;
a digital data base means containing,po

gon data representing terrain

and manmade structures;
an attitude determining means for det rmining said-aircraft's
orientation in three dimensional space;
a control.panel means for allowing said pilot to select different
operating features;p
a computer means for using said

ircraft position data to access said

terrain and manmade structure data fr

said digital data base and using said

aircraft orientation data to transfo

said terrain and manmade structure data

to provide three dimensional project dimage data according to said operating
features selected by said pilJ.bt;
a display means for displa ing said three dimensional projected image

data.Q
2. The position determining mea
determining means comprises a
data from the-global position

of claim 1, wherein said position
andird system for receiving and processing
g system.K7

3. The attitude ,determining sans of claim 1, wherein said attitude
determining m~eans comprises a standard avionics system.
4. The digital data base
comprises a cd romt disc

claim 1, wherein said digital data base means
d cd rom drive.

-335.

The control panel means of claim 1, wherein uaid c

trol panel means

selects the functions of pan, tilt, and zoom.
6.

The control panel means of claim 1, wherein a

d control panel means

permits said pilot to preview the route ahead.
7. A pilot aid which uses an aircraft's posi ion and attitude to transform
data from a digital data base to present a

ilot with a synthesized three

dimensional projectid view of the world a mrisingt
a position determining means fo

locating said aircraft's position in

three dimensions;
a digital data base means cc tamning polygon data representing terrain
and manmade structures;
an attitude determining

ans for drtprmining said aircraft's

orientation in three dimensiona
a control panel means

spaceI
or allowing said pilot to select different

operating features;
a computer means fo

using said aircraft position data to access said

terrain and manmade struct re data from said digital data base and using said
aircraft orientation data to transform said terrain and manmade structure data
to provide three dimens

nal projected image data according to said operating

features selected by s id pilot;
a display inea a for displaying said three dimensional projected image
-data;
a mass sto age memory for recording said aircraft position data and
said aircraft's atitude data for allowing said aircraft's flight to be
displayed at a 1 ter time.

-34S. The position determining means of claim 7, wherein a d position
determining moans comprises a standard system f or rece

ing and processing

data from the global positioning system.
9. The attitude determining means of claim 7, where

said attitude

determining means comprises a standard avionics sy tern.
10. The digital data base of claim 7, wherein sa d digital data base means
comprises a ad rom and ad rom drive.
11. The control panel means of claim 7, where n said control panel means
selects the functions of pan, tilt, and zoom
12. The control panel means of claim 7, wh

ein said control panel means

permits said pilot to preview the route a ead or to review previous flights.
13. A pilot aid which uses an aircraft'

position and attitude to transform

data from a digital data base to prese t a pilot with a synthesized three
dimensional projected view of the wor d comprisings
a position determining mean

for locating said aircraft's position in

three dimensions;p
a digital data base means

ontaining polygon data representing terrain

and manmade structuresl
an attitude determining means for determining said aircraft's
orientation in three dimensio
a head mounted displ

1 space;
means worn by said pilot of said aircraft;

an attitude determi ing means for determining the orientation of
said pilot's head in three dimensional space;l

-35a control panel means for allowing a d pilot to select different
operating features;
a computer means for using said a rcraft position data to access said
terrain aiid manmade structure data from said digital data base and using said

aircraft orientation data and .said pi t he6)b4 entation data to transform
said terrain and manmade structure d ato provide three dimensional projected
image data to said head mounted di
selected by said pilot.

layaccording to said operating features
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Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, District of Columbia 20231
Sirs
Attached are completed Farm PTO-1449 and copies of the pertinent parts of the
references cited thereon. Following are comments on these references pursuant
to Rule 981
The 1984 patent to Taylor et at. (U.S. Patent No. 41'445,118) shows the
basic operation of the global positioning system (CPS).
The 1984 patent to Johnson et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,468,793) shows
a receiver for receiving GPS signals.
The 1984 patent to Maher.(U.S. Patent No. 4,485,383) shows another
receiver for receiving UPS signals.
The 1986 patent to Evans (U.S. Patent No. 4,599,620) shows a method
for determining the orientation of a moving object and producing roll, pitch,
and yaw Information.
The 1992 patent to Timothy et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,101,356) also
shows a method for determining the orientation of a moving object and
producing roll, pitch, and yaw information.
The 1993 patent to Ward et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,185,610) shows a
method f or determining the orientation of a moving object from a single GPS
receiver and producing roll, pitch, and yaw information.
The 1992 patent to Fraughton et al. (U.-S. Patent No. 5,153,836) shows
a navigation, surveillance, emergency location, and collision avoidance
system and method whereby each craft determines its own position-using LORAN
or UPS and transmits it on a radio channel along with the craft's
identification information. Each craft also receives the radio channel and
thereby can determine the position and identification of other craft in the
vicinity.
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The 1992 patent to Deckwith et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,140,532)
provides a topographical two-dimensional real-time display of the terrain over
which the aircraft is pausing, and a slope -shading technique Incorporated into
the system provides to the display an apparent three-dimensional effect
similar to that provided by a relief map. This is accomplished by reading
compressed terrain data from a cassette tape in a controlled manner based on
the instantaneous geographical location of the aircraft as provided by the
aircraft navigational computer system, reconstructing the compressed data by
suitable processing and writing the reconstructed data into * scene memory
with a north-up orientation. A read control circuit then controls the read-out
of data from the scene memory with a heading-up orientation to provide a realtime display of the terrain over which the aircraft is passing. A symbol at
the center of display position depicts the location of the aircraft with
respect to the terrain, permitting the pilot to navigate the aircraft even
under conditions of poor visibility. However, the display provided by this
system is in the form of a moving map rather than a true perspective display
of the terrain as it would appear to the pilot through the window of the
aircraft.
The 1987 patent to Beckwith et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,660,157) Is
similar to U.S. Patent No. 5,140,532. It also reads compressed terrain data
from a cassette tape in a controlled manner based on the instantaneous
geographical location of the aircraft as provided by the aircraft navigational
computer system and reconstructs the compressed data by suitable processing
and writing the reconstructed data into a scene memory. However, instead of
providing a topographical two-dimensional display of threferrain over which
the aircraft is passing and using a slope-shadi6g technique to provide an
apparent three-dimensional effect similar to that provided by a relief map as
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shown in the 1532 patent, the'1157 patent processes the data to provide a
3D perspe ctive on the display. There are a number of differences between the
'157 patent and the present inventions
1. The '157 Patent store. the map as a collection of terrain points with
associated altitudes; the large.amount of storage required by this
approach requires that a tape be prepared for each mission.
The present invention stores terrain data as a collection of polygons
which results in a significant reduction of data base storage; larger
geographic areas can be stored so that it it not necessary to generate
a data base for each mission.
2. The '157 Patent uses a tape cassette for data base storage; the long
access time for tape storage makes it necessary to use a relatively
large cache memory. The present invention uses a CD-ROM which permits
random access to the data so that the requirements for cache storage are
reduced.
3. The '157 Patent accounts for the aircraft's heading by controlling the
way the data is read out from the tape. Different heading angles result
in the data being read from a different sequence of addresses. Since
address.. exist only at discrete locations, the truncation of address
locations causes an unavoidable change in the map shapes as-the aircraft
changes heading. The present invention stores terrain as polygons which
are mathematically rotated as the aircraft changes attitude. The
resolution is determined by number of bits used to represent the
vertices of the polygons, not the number of storage addresses,
4. The '157 accounts for the roll attitude of the aircraft by
mathematically rotating the screen data after it,is projected. The '157
Patent does not show the display being'responsive to the pitch angle of

In tbe United States Patent and Trademark offices
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the aircraft. In systems such as this the lack of fidelity isapparent
to the user. People know what things are supposed to look like and how
they are supposed to change perspective when they move. The present
invention uses techniques that have long'been used by the computer
graphics industry to perform the mathematically correct transformation
and projection.
5. The 1157 shows only a mingle cockpit display while one of the
embodiments of the present invention shows a stereographic head-mounted
display with a head sensor. The pilot is presented with a synthesized
view of the world that is responsive to wherever the pilot looltal the
view is not blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft structures. This
embodiment is not anticipated by the '157 patent.
The 1991 patent to Behensky et al. (U.S.

Patent No.

5,005,148) shows a

driving simulator for a video game. The road and other terrain are produced
by mathematically transforming a three-dimensional polygon data bane.
The first sales brochure from Atari Games Corp. is for a coin-operated
game (Hard -Drivin') produced in 1989. and relates to the '148 patent. The
terrain is represented by polygons In a three-dimensional. space. Each polygon
is transformed mathematically according to the position and orientation of the
player. After being touted to determine whether it is visible and having the
appropriate illumination function performed, it

is clipped and projected onto

the display screen. These operations are in general use by the computer
graphics industry and are well known to those possessing ordinary skill in the
art.
The second sales brochure from Atari Games Corp. -isfor a coinoperated game (steel Talons) produced in 1991 and which also relates to the
'148 patent and the use of polygons to represent terrain and other objects.
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The 1993 patent to Dawson at al. (U.S.' Patent No. 5,179,638) shows a
a method and apparatus for providing a texture mapped perspective view for
digital map systems which includes a geometry engine that receives the
elevation pouts,scanned from the cache memory by the shape address generator.
A tiling engine is then used to transform the elevation posts into threedimensional polygons. There are a number of differences between the '638
patent and the present invention:
1. The '639 Patent is for a digital map system only. The matter of how the
location and attitude are selected is not addressed. The present
invention uses a digital map as part of a system for presenting an
aircraft pilot with a synthesized view of the world regardless of the
actual visibility.

2. The '638 Patent stores the map as a collection of terrain points with
associated altitudes, thereby requiring a large amount of data storage.
The terrain points are transformed into polygons during program runtime, thereby adding to the processing burden. The present invention
stores terrain data as a collection of polygons which results in a
significant reduction of data base storage.
3. The present invention also teaches the use of a stereographic headmounted display with a head sensor. The pilot is presented with a
synthesized view of the world that is responsive to wherever the pilot
looks;p the view is not blocked by the cockpit or other aircraft
structures, This embodiment is not anticipated by the "638 patent.
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The 1994 patent to Hamilton et al. (U.S.
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Patent No.

5,296,854) shows a

helicopter virtual display system in which the structual outlines
corresponding to structual members forming the canopy structure are added to
the head-up display in order to replace the canopy structure clues used by
pilots which would otherwise be lost by the use of the head-up display.
The 1994 patent to Lewine (U.S. Patent No. 5,302,964) shows a head-up
display for an aircraft and incorporates a cathode-ray tube image generator
with a digital look-up table for distortion correction.

An optical system

projects an image formed on the CRT screen onto a holographic mirror combiner
which is transparent to the pilot'. direct view through the aircraft
windshield.
The males brochure from the Polhemus company shows the commercial
availability of a position and orientation sensor which can be used on a
head-mounted display.
The article from

Nf magazine, January 7, 1993$ pages 31-42, entitled

"System revolutionizes surveying and navigation" is an overview of how the
global positioning system (GPS) works and lists several manufacturers of
commercially available receivers. The article also mentions several
applications such am the use by geologists to monitor fault lines, by oil
companies for off-shore oil explorations, for keeping track of lowir-orbit
satellites, by fleet vehicle operators to keep track of their fleet,
sprayers to spread fertilizer and pesticides more efficientlj

for crop

and for in-car

systems to display maps for automotive navigation.
The section from "Aviator's Guide to OPSII presents a history of
the OPS program.-
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The males brochure from Magellan systems Corp. is for commercially
available equipment comprising a OPS receiver with a moving map display. The
map that is displayed i. a flat map.
The sales brochure from Trimble Navigation is for a commercially
available OPS receiver.
The sales brochure from the U.S. Geological Service shows the
availability of Digital glevation Models for all of the United States and its
territories.*
The second sales brochure from the U.S. Geological Service shows the
availability of Digital Line Graph Models for all of the United States and its
territories. The data includes: political and administrative boundaries;
hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing water, and wetlands;

major transportation systems consisting of roads and trails, railroads,
pipelines, transmission lines, and airports; and significant manmade
structures.
The Washington Sectional Aeronautical Chart is a paper map published
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, National oceanic and Atmosphertc
Administration, that shows the complexity of the inf ormation that an aircraft
pilot needs in order to fly in the area covered by the map. The other areas of
the U.S. are covered by similar maps.
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The gales brochure from Jeppesen Sanderson shows that the company
makes its navigation data base available in computer readablid form.
Very respectfully,

yea,
Jed Margolin
Applicant Pro Se
July 10, 1994
3570 Pleasant Echo
San Jose, CA 95148
(408) 238-4564
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3.

Patent ApplicaIon, P10-152.

_____________

are objected to.

e. 0 W

araes
subject to restriction or eiection requirement.

7.0 This application has been filied with Informal drawinps under 37 C'.R. 1.65 which are acceptable for exanton purposes.
&0Formial draWnp -e required inresponse to this Office action.

9.0

The'corrected or substitute duawinge have been received on
37 Q.F.R. 1.84.these drawIngs
are 0MaccePtable; 13 not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftmen's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948).
.Under

10. 0 The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s).of drawings. filed on
exainer 13disoproved by the examiner (see empianatort).

11.0 The proposed drawing correction, filed_ ______
12.t

..

has (have) been 0Dapproved by the

haes been D3 approved; G disapproved ?as explanation).

Acknwldgement Ismade of the claim for pdorft under 35 U.S.C. It9 The certified copy has El been received D not been received
13C
been fild Inparent application, aerial no.
f_____
on________
_iliad

13.0 SInce-1is appication apppears to be Incondition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the meis Isdosed In
accordance with the practice under Ex panle Ouayle, 1935 C.D. 11;45
0AO.. 21 3.
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EXAMCR'S ACTION
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Serial No.:

08/274,394

Art Unit:

2304

Part III

1.

2.

DETAILED ACTION

This application has been examined.

Claims 1-13 are

pending.
SDelfication

2. .The

title of the invention is not descriptive.

A new title

is required that is -clearly indicative of the invention to which
the claims are directed.

3.

Applicant is reminded of the proper language and format of

an Abstract of the Disclosure.
The abstract should be in narrative form and generally
limited to a single paragraph on a separate sheet within the
range of 50 to 250 words. It is important that the abstract not
exceed 250 words in length since the space provided for the
abstract on the computer tape used by the printer is limited.
The form and legal phraseology often used in patent claims, such
as "means" and "said", should be avoided (emphasivs added). The
abstract should describe the disclosure.sufficiently to assist
readers in deciding whether there is a need for consulting the
full patent text for details.
The language should be clear and concise and should not
repeat information given in the title. It should avoid using
phrases which-can be implied, such as, "The disclosure concerns,"
"The disclosure defined by this invention," "The disclosure
describes," etc.
Appropriate correction is requested.

Claim Rejections

-

35 USC S5112

Serial No.: 08/274,394
2304
Art Unit:
4.

'3

Claim 1-13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. S 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point
Qut and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant
regards as the invention.
As per claim 1 (as exemplary of claims 1, 7 and

4.1.
13), lines 6-7

,

the phrase "polygon data representing terrain

and manmade structure" is unclear since there is no indication of
what the polygon and manmade structure are,
requested.

Clarification is

Furthermore, on lines 10-11, the phrase "difference

operating features" is not defined properly:

Moreover, the

phrase "using said aircraft position data to access said terrain
and manmade structure data from said digital data base" on lines
12-13 is unclear s-ince there is no recitation of how to "access"
the data' from, the digital data base by using the aircraft
position data.

Clarification is-requested.

In addition, on

lines 14-15, the phrase "transform said terrain and manmade
structure data to provide three dimensional projected image data"
is also unclear since there is no indication of how to transform
the terrain and manmade structure'data to provide three
dimensional projected image data.
4.2.

Clarification is needed.

As per claim 5 (as exemplary of claims 5 and 11),

line 2, the phrase "the functions of pan, tilt;, and zoom" is
unclear since they are not defined properly.
4.3.

As per claim 6 (as exemplary of claims 6 and 12),

line 6, the phrase "the route ahead" has no antecedent basis.

4

Serial No.; 08/274,394
2304
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4.4.

As per claim 7, lines 20-21, the phrase "said

aircraft's flight to be displayed at later time" is unclear since
the "aircraft flight" is unclear and has no antecedent basis.
4.5.

As per claim 13, the instant passage on lines 10-

12 is not defined properly.
4.6.

Clarification is requested.

The remaining claims, not specifically mentioned,

are rejected for incorporating the defects from their respective
parent by dependency.

5.

The following rejections are based on the examiner's best

interpretation of the claims in light of the 35 U.S.C. 112 errors
noted above.

Claim Rejections

-

35 USC S 103

6. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action:
A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described-as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject
matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by
the manner in which the invention was made.
Subject matter developed by another persen, which qualifies
as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102
of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same
person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person.

Serial No;: 08/274,394
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5

Claims 1-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. S 103 as being

unpatentable over Beckwith et al (4,660,157) in view of Behensky
et al.

(5,005,148) or a brochure from Atari Game Corp. (Hard

Driving') or a brochure from Atari Game
7.1.

Corp. (Steel Talois).

With respect to claims 1,. 5-7 and 11-12, Beckwith

et al. discloses a digital system for producing a real time video
display in perspective of terrain over which an aircraft is
passing on the basis of compressed digital data stored on a
cassette tape (see at least an abstract) .

Beckwith et al.

discloses that the system includes a position determining means
for locating the aircraft's position in three dimensions and an
attitude determining means for determining the aircraft's
orientation in three dimensional space (see at least figure 1 and
columns 5-and 6).

Beckcwith et al. further discloses that the

system includes a digital data base means for storing a
compressed terrain data (see at least the abstract)

.

Beckwith et

al.. also discloses a computer means for reading compressed
terrain data from the digital data base means in a controlled
manner based on the instantaneous geographical of the aircraft as
provided by the ai*tcraft navigation computer system,
reconstructing the compressed data by suitable processing and
writing the reconstructed data into a scene memory, and then
providing a 3D perspective on the display (see at least columns 2
and 3).

6
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Beckwith et al. does not explicitly disclose that a digital
data base means containing polygQn data representing terrain and
manmade structures.

However, Behensky et al. suggests a driving

simulator for a video game which includes the road and other
terrain are produced by mathematically transforming a threedimensional polygon data base (see at least column 2, lines 3338)

.

The suggestion of Behensky et al. in at least column 2

would have motivated one of ordinary skill in the art to combine
with the system of Beckwith et al. in order to provide a
significant reduction of data base storage and a larger
geographic areas can be stared so that it is not necessary to
generate a data base of each mission.

Similarly, the digital

data base means containing polygon data representing terrain and
manmade structures is also taught in a brochure from Atari Game
Corp. (Hard Driving') or a brochure from Atari Game Corp. (Steel
Talons)

.

Thus, because of the motivation set forth above, it

would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill 'inthe art
at the time the invention was made to combine the teachings of
Behensky et al. or the brochure from Atari Game Corp. (Hard
Driving') or the brochure from Atari Game Corp. -(Steel Talons)
with the system of Beckwith et al.
7.2.

With respect to claims 2-3 and 8-9, Beckwith et

al. discloses the claimed invention as discussed above but does
not explicitly discloses that the position determining means
comprises a standard system for retrieving and processing data

7
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from the global po sitioning system and the attitude determining
means comprises a standard avionics systems.

However, the use of

the standard system for retrieving and processing data from
global positioning system and the standard avionics systems are
well known effective and efficient means for determining the
position and the orientation of the aircraft.

For examples, the

Maher patent (4,465,383) shows a receiver for receiving global
positioning system and the

Timothy patent shows a method for

determining the orientation of-a moving object form a single GPS
receiver and producing roll, pitch, and.yaw information.

It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at
the time of the invention to utilize the global positioning
system and the standard avionics system in such a system as
taught through Beckwith et al. because it would produce high
degree of accuracy in determining the position and orientation of
the aircraft including roll, pitch, and yaw information.
7.3.

With respect to claims 4 and 10, Beckwith et al.

does not'specifically disclose that the digital data base means
comprises a CD rom disc and CD rom drive.

However, the use of CD

rom disc-and CD rom drive for storing data is well known
effective and efficient means for storing any data.

It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in_the art at the time
of the invention to utilize CD rom disc and CD rom drive in such
a*systemi as taught through Beckwith et al. because it would
permit high degree of accuracy in the storing and restoring data,

Serial No.: 08/274,394
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random access to the data so that the requirements for cache
storage are reduced.

8.

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being

unpatentable over Beckwith et al and Behensky et al. as applied
to claims 1-12 above, and further in view of the sales brochure
from the Polhemus company.
Beckwith et al. and Behensky et al. disclose the claimed
invention except for a head mounted display means worn by the
pilot and an attitude determining means for determining the
orientation of the pilot's head.in three dimensional space.
However, the sales brochure from 1the Polhemus company suggests
the commercial available of a position and orientation sensor
which can be used on a head-mounted display.

The suggestion of

the Polhemus compapy would have motivated one of ordinary skill
in the art to combine the teaching of Polhemus company with the
system of Beckwith et al. in order to allow the pilot to have a
complete range of motion to receive a synthesized view of the
world, a complete unhindered by the aircraft structure.

Thus,

because of the motivation set forth above, it would have been
obvious to a person of ordinary skill-in the art at the time the
invention was made to combine the teachings in-Polhemus's
brochure and Beckwith et al. patent.

